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Knowledge and Communication in the Computer Age 

I ntroduction 

Concepts like "the information soclety", "the computer age" or "the 
microelectronic revolution" might be looked upon as catchwords successf ully 
coined by more or less vlsible interest groups, in order to promote and 
symbolize their own goals or strategies. 

However, the successf ul marketing of these words reflects the undeniable f act 
that noteworthy and considerable changes in the condition of human beings in 
sociely are taking place due lo the new microelectronics. 

It seems necessary to study and observe these changing condiiions, but the 
starting pointsfor such a study areas many as the number of symposia 
arranged in the field. Without claiming thal the starting point of thls 
particular symposium has any superiority to any other it could nevertheless be 
presented in the foUowing way. 

The impacts of microeleclronics may be regarded as problemalic and 
sometimes controversial. The impacls occur wilhin most sectors e.g. 
education, health care, judicial systems, working life, jamily life and not least. 
in the mere context of lhe human being herseif. Human knowledge and human 
communication are ajf ected and values. responsibilities. judgement and 
common sense may be injeopardy. 

Sectorial research programs and projects are looking at ex(Sting and 
expecled problems, as well as possibilities. within some of these sectors. M uch 
more would. however. be gained if some crucial themes were given more 
attention and some slarting poinls were more explicitly defmed. The reasons 
for this are lhal: 

a) most oj lhe problems appearing within the dijferent sectors have many 
more roots in common than are usually observed. They concem toa great 
extent the concepts of human knowledge and communication. 

b) hlstorical and culiural perspectives are rare ly used wilhin sectorial 
studies. The exclustve connections toa "here and now" are slriking. Thls 
circumstance ls neither sattsf actory nor adapled to lhe true purpose oj lhe 
studies. 

c) lhe truly humanlstic slarling poinl ls often vague. Somelimes we are 
justified in asking whether it is a queslion of adapting man to technology 
ralher !han the other way round. The f act that human sciences like psychology 
are used within various computer sciences is not seldom misinterpreted as the 
presence of a humanistic perspective. 

Study and systematic reflection on lhe role of knowledge and communication 
in the computer age. donejrom a humanislic standpoint and wilh lhe wider 
perspective that history and culture can provide. should be the natura! task 
and responsibility of universilies wilh their tradition of basic research and 
long-range work. Everybody wiU gain in the long run if research and 
educational ejforts within suchfields could be strengthened. 

The organizers of the symposium are very honoured and gratejul !hat so many 
distinguished scientists and scholars have accepted our invitation to 
contribute to this symposium. We are convinced that much light will be shed 
on various parts of the problems of lhis symposium. We would also like to 
lhank the chairpersons and lhe discussanls for their willingness to be at our 
disposal. Finally, we are very happy tllat there has been so much inlerest in 
this symposium and we very heartily welcome the audience. It is our sincere 
hope thal this symposium will contribute lo a better understanding of some of 
the problems revealed by its title. 

Ingemar Lind 
Dean. Institute of Tema Research 
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The Subjective Computer 

U ndcrstanding the psychologlcal impact of 
the computer demands a way of thlnking that 
takes the emphasis oIT product - no matter how 
extraordtnary - and puts it on process. To play 
with MacLuhan: we need to focus on the 
evocative power of the medium rather than the 
messages that we create by uslng It. And so. I 
begin with a dlstinction b etween the 
instrumental computer. all the things the 
computer does for us - wordprocessing, 
spreadsheets. graphlcs - and the subjective 
computer. Thls second Is not what lhe 
computer does for us. but what It does to us. 
what it does to our vlew of ourselves. how we 
experience our strengths, weaknesses. styles of 
thoughl, how we sense our areas of creativity 
and experience our blocks. 

I first found it necessary to make lhls 
disllnctlon when in 1976, I began to tntervlew 
the flrst generation of personal computer 
owners In the Unlled States. At lhat tlme. 
computers hadjust appeared as objects that 
could find their way lnto people's homes and a 
small community of users had done just that. 
Known lo most as compuler "hobbyists", they 
had a clear public discourse whlch 
characterized what was most lmportant about 
the new machines. It was a discourse of 
instrumental use. In thelr magazlnes and 
meetings. that first generation of hobbyists 
said Lhat the computers in everyday llfe were 
lmportant and excitlng because of what lhey 
could do: dim the llghts, control the 
thermostat, crossindex the recipes. 

But when I lnterviewed these same computer 
owners. somelhtng very dlfferent emerged. 
Hobbyists typlcally began by talklng about 
instrumental uses as a way to justlfy thelr 
purchase of a machlne. But as the 
conversatlon continued, they descrlbed a polnt 
at whlch their sense of engagement wlth lhe 
technology bad undergone a radlcal shlft. It 
was a shlft to the su bjective. They spoke of 
cornpulers as "cognitlve play" and "puzzle 
soMng" and about "the beauty of 
understandlng a system at many levels of 
complexlty". They descrtbed what they dld 
with their computers with phrases such as 
"building another room In mlnd". Once they 
actually had a computer in their home. the 
most interesting thing about it became the 
computer itse!f. not for what it could do, but 
for how it made themfeel... For example, 
hobbylsts spoke of the satlsfactlon of seelng 
themselves as people who could do "a 
scienllfic-type thing", the satlsfaction of 
worklng with1n lhe "safe world of the 
computer" where they had "control of the 
whole process - not like things at work where 
you only getto do bits and pleces". and the 
reassurance that with the computer, "unllke 
the rest of llfe", "things dldn't change unless 
you wanted them to". In sum. people bought an 
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instrumental computer, but got involved with 
a tntimate machtne the computer as an 
element In a self-expressive and self-reflective 
process. 

Of course. a lot of things have changed since 
the late 1970s. Today. the computers that we 
brtng into our homes are extremely powerful. 
They are des igned to be black boxes that allow 
unsophlstlcated users to run sophisticated 
soflware. They are not easy lo tlnker wlth. So 
not surprisingly. the instrumental discourse 
about computers is stronger than ever. But how 
much has really changed? Even in this day of 
"tumkey" computers and pracucal software, is 
there still the subjective story behtnd the 
Instrumental machine? My current research 
on children and adults using computers in 
educatton. recreatlon. and buslness. shows 
that there is and that its lmportance is greater 
than ever. The subjective computer is behind 
the technology·s 1mpact on children as they 
grow up and behind its compelltng quality for 
adults as well as children. Computer "holding 
power" depends on the machlne's potential for 
radical personali2ation: different people make 
the computer their own in their own way. 

Developmental Impacts 

Computers enter the lives of chlldren In three 
stages. The first stage Is metaphysieal. 
Children between three and elght-years-old 
ask themselves such quesUons as: 'What is 
motion? What Is number?" 'What is alive and 
not allve?" On thls las t questlon. the computer 
provokes children to do some new and hard 
thinklng. For lo the child's eye. the computer. 
reactlve and lnteractive, Is an object on the 
boundary of llfe. When in the 1920s. the Swiss 
psychologlst Jean Piaget investlgated the 
questlon of what children thlnk is alive in the 
world of "traditional", lhat is. non 
computational objects. he dlscovered that 
children sort the alive from the not alive by 
gradually refining their ideas about motion. 
For the youngest children. everything that 
moves can be alive. But as children get older, 
the quallty of aliveness Is reserved for objects 
that can get from A to B without an outside 
push or pull. Flnally, this idea of motion from 
wlthln Is reftned to an idea of "llfe motion", 
breathing and metabolism. 

But children do not find thls way of 
approaching the questlon comfortable when it 
comes to computational objects. For example, 
electronic toys and games which speak. do 
math problems. or play tictactoe, do not physi
cally move. but seem to the child to be more 
alive than many thtngs that really are allve. 
Faced with these objects. children use new 
crlteria for aliveness. These are psychologi
cal: do the machines have lntentlons. con
sclousness. feelings? and even. do they ch eat? 
This shlft from a physical to a psychological 
dlscourse for talklng about aliveness is one 
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important way tbat tbe computer enters into 
psycbological development. 

At around the age of eight, cbildren's 
preoccupations in the presence of computers 
tums from pbilosopbizing to winning. 
Cbildren want to beat tbe computer. They want 
to be its master. At around twelve or tbirteen, 
tbis mastery stage ends and the computer 
provokes a retum to reflection. But this time. 
it is not reflection about tbe nature of the 
computer, but about the self. In the first. 
metapbysical stage tbe cbild ponders wbere 
the computer fits in the world ofwbat is alive 
and not alive. In this later stage, tbe computer 
is used as a way to think about one's own 
identity. 

Other powerful tecbnologies enter tbe 
developmental process as children move fro111 
metaphysics througb mastery and identlty 
stages. The computer is special because of lts 
betwixt and between nature: as a mind tbat is 
not quite a mind It provokes questions about 
mind itself. And it Is special because as a 
medium to master It can so easily become 
personalized and projectlve. I now tum to 
another set of lssues that make the computer 
special in terms of lts psychological lmpact. 
Among technologies. computers are unusually 
compelling. Their holding power has many 
roats. Here I isolate three. concentrating on the 
machine's ability to be different things for 
difJerent people. 

Computer Holdlng Power 

The miTTor in the machine 

For some people. wbat Is most powerful about 
tbe computer is that it can serve as a kind of 
psycbologlcal rnirror. Deborah. a young 
woman of thirteen described tbe bolding power 
of the computer for ber by saying tbat "wben 
you program a computer you put a little plece of 
your mind lnto the computer's mind and you 
come to see yourself dilTerently". The 
extemalization of mind in program Is a heady 
experience; Deborab saw herself and leamed 
about berself in tbe mirror of the macbine. 

Bebind the power of this mirror relatlonsbip 
is the sense of a mind-to-mind connection 
with tbe computer. Altbougb Deborah was 
talking about ber experience programming, 
this dynamic is not limited to programming. 
Consider what many of us think of as a banal 
use of computer power. the video game. The 
master game player does not respond to 
discrete game cues. Rather. success comes from 
"psyching out" tbe rules. discovering tbe 
program bebind the behavior of tbe obj ects on 
the screen. In other words, tbe holdlng power 
of a video game is built on the fantasy of 
acbievlng a meeting of tbe minds witb tbe 
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program or rather, with tbe programmer 
behlnd the game. 

Perfectionism 

A second root of computer bolding power 
involves another kind of mirroring. Il touches 
on my case. I am sometbing of a perfectionist. 
And this perfectlonism comes out in my way of 
writing. Before I wrote on computer word 
processors I would type out my papers. blacken 
this first draft with corrections. and give it to 
my secretary to retype. And then I would 
blacken it once again. Finally. after many 
iterations. there would be a "final draft" whose 
small errors would be corrected witb white out 
and pencil. 

Now, with an effectively unlimited amount of 
compuler power at my disposal. things take a 
dilTerent form. I find myself spending untold 
hours asking myself such questions as: What 
font will best express my thought in this 
paragraph? What combination of roman and 
italicized print. wbat slze type. what 
configuratlon on the page? I am not alone. 
Over the past several years. I bave watched my 
academic colleagues in tbe humanitles become 
lnvolved witb word processing and have seen a 
group of finely trained intellectual 
professlonals become dedicated grapbic 
designers. Their bebaviour and mine 
illustrates a second root of computer bolding 
power: the macbine offers the promise of 
perfection. Tbis is tbe promise that jf you do it 
nght. il will do it right and right away. In this 
psychological environment. a typographical 
error Is like a Scarlet A. or as one of my 
colleagues said. "a sign that you are such a lazy 
writer that you couldn't lake the one or two 
seconds to make a correction". The computer 
promises tbat It can make your product. your 
extension of self, "perfect". Again, like the 
promise of mirroring. this is heady stuff. And 
for some people. this promise is wbat is most 
seductive about tbe machine. 

Personal appropriation 

Technologles otber than tbe computer - the 
motorbike. the car, tbe stereo - eacb bave their 
bolding power, each have their special ways of 
mobilizing powerful feelings. Different 
technologies make different people different 
kinds of offers they cannot refuse. What is 
special about the computer is the range of 
different kinds offers it makes to difTerent 
kinds of people. This is a third root of 
computer holding power: the enormous 
opportunity for a personal appropriation of 
tbe machine. Dif[erent people make the 
computer their own in their own way. 

Let me try to capture this diversity witb an 
analogy. I have gone to school in two cultures: 
the United States and France. In France. I was 
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tormented by a class for forelgners called 
"French Compositlon Class" where we were 
taught to wrile like good French men and 
women. There was a format: Every 
compositlon had to be in three parts and each 
of the three parts had to have three parts. And 
there had to be an outline. Our assignments 
were to write compositlons. We had one week lo 
submit the outline. and two more weeks to 
wrlte lhe final draft. 

But I cannot wrtte wlth an outline. I need to 
let my association build. I take my ideas and 
lay lhem out, I move them around. and the 
pattems emerge. It is a process more like 
linkering than planning. I "grow" my papers. I 
do not fil! in lheir outlines. How did I handle 
lhe French composiUon class? I wrote the 
composition my way. I began by writing my 
ldeas on small pieces of paper, spreading them 
out. moving them around, associating new 
ideas to the once that I had, "sculpting" my 
final composllion. Only then, paper complete. 
did I wrtte my outline. Of course, I had to do all 
of this in the first week. Then I tumed in my 
outline, put my completed composition in my 
desk drawer, and explored Paris for the next 
two weeks while the "good students" were doing 
it "right". 

I was able to use this technlque lo succeed in 
composition class because I was highly 
motivated and have a capacity for quick work. 
Bul I was gotng through an educational system 
that was designed to keep people like me, 
people with my relatlonship wlth words, out of 
the culture of wrtting. My strategy had a cost: I 
developed a sense of rnyself as not a good wr!ter 
because my kind ofwrltlng was "cheating". 
That is certainly how my teacher would have 
seen lt. 

The analogy with the computer is direct. For 
some people what is excitlng about worklng 
wlth computers is that you work wlthin a rule
drive system that you can master tn a top
down. divlde-and-conquer way. These 
"planners" tend to talk of computer use in 
terms of the impos!t!on of the!r will over the 
machine. Indeed. what they like best is the 
precision of thought and the sense of 
domination and premeditated control that the 
cornputer allows them. Others use 
cornputaUonal medla much more in the way 
that I relate to writing. Thelrs is less a style of 
planning than of negotiatlon. It is more 
assocative and interactive. They try one thtng. 
then another, stop back, and r econsider. The 
process looks more like a conversatlon than a 
monologue. 

These two styles of mastery, these two ways of 
making the computer one's own do not 
determlne the leve! or quality of the final 
product. A program written by a "ttnkerer" can 
end up just as structured as one written by a 
planner. My associative style results In my 
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Writtng books and papers that lend to be 
divided lnlo three parts wlth each of the parts 
further divided tnto three parts. A slyle of 
mastery determlnes process not product. 

Planning versus Unkerlng is only one 
dimension in the highly personalized styles of 
rnastery the computer allows. There are others. 
For example. rtsk versus reassurance. An 
architect who uses a computer assisted design 
program talked about lhe pleasures of uslng a 
system where lhere was nothlng more to the 
rules than what he could see and conlrol. But 
other people. indeed his own colleagues u sing 
the same system talked not about reassurance 
but about risk. For them. the best thing about 
the design system was the exc!tement that 
came from its complexity. They liked it 
because th!ngs could get so complicated that 
they were almost out of control before you 
needed to face the challenge of pulling them 
back. 

Hackers, the virtu ose programmers who 
work on some of the largest and most advanced 
computer systems in the world. often talk 
about the pleasure of computing as the pleasure 
of being on lhe edge belween "winnlng and 
losing", of "walking the edge of a cliff', or 
feeling "like lhe magician before he pulls the 
rabbit out of lhe hat". The people who 
experience risk and lhe people who experience 
reassurance are all using the computer lo play 
with issues of control. but they are doing it In 
very dilTerent ways. 

Another way to characterize styles of computer 
mastery ls lo think of transparency versus 
opacity. For some people. what ls wonderful 
about the computer Is that in principle, you 
can lrace your way back from any "high leve!'' 
statement in a programming language (such as 
a comrnand in a word processing system) to the 
bits and bytes. to the on/ ofT switches, and 
ultlmately to the electrons lhat lle beneath it 
all. 

For others. what ls most exlt!ng an awesome 
from an altogether dlfTerent dlrectlon. not 
from the potenl!al transparency of the 
computer but from its opacity. It is posslble to 
deal with this highly complex machine at a 
level of abstraction in which you can ignore 
what is golng on inside. You can get involved 
wlth computational ideas, wlth philosophy, 
with artiflclal intelligence, without 
understanding how the computer "works" ln 
any simple sense. You can treat the rnachine as 
a black box. closed and complete. 

The fact that peole have such d!Jierences in 
the!r styles of mastery suggests the metaphor 
of computer as Rorschach. As wilh the 
psychologist's Rorschach inkblots where what 
you see in the glots speaks to who you are as a 
person (in particular to your style of coping. 
adaptation. and defense), what you make of the 
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computer speaks to who you are as an 
individual personality. The computer Is a 
projective screen for other concems. 

Let me make my point about styles of mastery 
in a somewhat different way. We have all been 
a part of heated conversations between those 
who argue the superiority of the Apple 
Macintosh computer and those who argue the 
superior!ty of the IBM PC: The next time you 
are party to one, use this perspective to achieve 
some distance. Think of the computer as 
Rorschach . as projective screen, and of the 
different roots of computer holding power. 
Listen with the "third ear", the kind of 
listening that tries to be attentlve to 
underlying meanings and relationships. And 
hy to underst:md that when people are fighting 
about the IBM versus the Maclntosh, they are 
really trying to defend their cognitive styles. 

Implications for Action 

What are the implicatlons of this perspective 
that sees the computer as an expressive 
medium that people will want to and will make 
their own in their own way? And that sees this 
projective quality as an enduring element of 
the computational medium. not as a transient 
phenomenon lhat will disappear as soon as we 
get the technology "rtght". 

The implications extend to people working in 
many different domains of the computer 
culture. First. there are implications for 
educat!on. Too often. computer literacy classes 
cornmunicate the idea that there is one correct 
way to "do the computer". And that way tends 
to be the "planner's style". There is little 
appreciation of the machine as an expressive 
medium or for the existence of personal styles. 
There is a tendency for young people to get 
their wrists slaped when they begin the 
exper!mentation that characterizes the 
associative style of computer use. The net efTect 
of their computer classes is to alienate them 
from lhe computer culture. And unfortunately, 
with the computer. you often get only one 
chance. Students decide that they are not "good 
at the computer" in much the same way that 
students of an earlier generation decided that 
they were not "good at science". In both cases, 
the labelling of self in terms of eptitudes and 
ineptitudes closes doors that are hard to open 
again. 

Second. an appreciallon of styles of mastery 
has implications for the world of work. For 
example, office automation systems often take 
a single kind of "user friendly" as what will be 
friendly to everyone. But productlvity with 
computatlon, like productlvity in writlng, 
increases with the amount of personal 
appropriatlon, with room for developing an 
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authentic style. In the case of the office as in 
the case of education, when lhls Is not possible. 
people become fearful. And of course, in today's 
work environments. to be afraid of computers 
Is lo be at risk. Even if one finds ajob. there 
may be a crippling sense of dependency and of 
being left behind. 

Finally. there are implications for computer 
manufacturers. I alluded to debates between 
users ofthe IBM and Maclntosh. But within the 
industry too. these debates tend to be waged in 
terms of the instrumental or utilitarian. For 
example, arguing that the Maclntosh is a good 
system because it Is so "easy". Argumg that the 
Maclntosh is a good system because it is the 
computer for the "rest of us" tends to imply that 
it is for the rt-st of us who do not want to be 
bothered with technical things. 

But my research shows that when the 
Maclntosh is experienced as good. it is 
experienced as good because for some people It 
feels like a thinking environment that "fils". 
And that for olhers, and for very difTerent 
reasons. the IBM feels like a thinking 
environment that "fits". The point Is not who 
is right, but to leam more about what kinds of 
people are creatlve in what kinds of expressive 
environments. This point would seem obvious 
if I were talking about paints. Who would argue 
that artists who choose oils were using the 
rtght environment while their colleagues who 
choose acrylics were using the wrong one? But 
what we so easily accept for other expressive 
media we deny for lhe computer. Talk about 
the best system, the most elTicient system. the 
most easy to use system. misses the crucial 
sociological and psychological point. People 
get comfortable and become creative with an 
expressive medium because of the pleasures 
and holding power of the material. What was 
true of the flrst generation of computer 
hobbyists is true of the growing and far more 
diverse computer culture of today. People may 
buy the instrumental machine but they become 
involved and stay involved with the subjective 
computer because It is a way of being involved 
not only with their task but with themselves. 
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Abstract 

In the late forties, when the first computers 
were built, nobody thought that these 
m?chines had any future outside a few big 
m11itary laboratories who had the money to 
buy them and the competence to use them. 

Technological progress has brought prices 
down. performance up and has simplified the 
use to a level which leads today companies to 
advertise "personal computers" or "home 
computers" or "domestlc computers" with the 
hope of selling millions of them. 

The first tentatives to use computers in 
education go back to the early sLxties. but the 
theme "children and computers" did not really 
start or become fashionable before the advent 
of lhe microcomputer. 

Starting in the late seventies an Jncreasingly 
optimistic wave started flowing: "Children 
like computers", "Computers amplify the 
child's intelligence", "Give a child a computer 
and he will reinvent the world". etc. These 
slogans were not innocent as those who 
promoted them had almost always something 
to sen whether a piece of hardware, a piece of 
soflware or a "miracle language". 

The net result is that because of these 
commercial interests research on the theme 
"children and computers" has been most of the 
lime devoted to "proving" the "advantages" of 
use of commercial products (whlch. by 
definition. have no drawbacks) instead of 
focusing on fundamental physiological 
research. 

Informatlcs in the elghties 

The history of technology shows with evidence 
that the form and initial use of a new product 
is strongly conditioned by the past (the flrst 
cars looked like horse carrtages and the 
electric engine first designed to replace steam 
englnes had to wait 50 years before finding its 
place in vacuum cleaners, washlng machines. 
typewriters and electric shavers). 

This general statement is of course true for 
computers. Since the beginning and up to a few 
years ago, a company could not afford to buy a 
computer because of lts price except if the 
machine was to replace a large quantity of 
manpower which means that the main use of 
computers was the replacement of people by 
computers for large application in big 
companies (printing payrolls. management of 
orders and lnvoices. etc) exactly along the line 
of the first industrial revolution. 

To speak of children and computers at that 
time would have been pure nonsense. 

However, for the last 10 years or so, because 
of the massive decrease of the price of 
computers due to advent of the 
mlcroprocessor. the whole philosophy of use 
of computers has changed drastlcally. 

In big companies, analysts are studying 

today the content of the job of each person from 
the worker up to the chairman of the board to 
find out which part or parts of each job can be 
automatlzed and each person receives a 
microcomputer or a terminal to assist hlm by 
automatlzing such or such apart ofhisjob 
either to spare tlme or to allow him to better or 
to do more in his work. 

We are entering the era of computer assisted 
actlvities (Computer Aided Design, Computer 
Aided Manufacturing, Computer Aided 
Drafting, Computer Aided Management, 
Computer Aided Medical Dlagnosis, Computer 
Aided Office, etc) which is also called CAX 
where X stands for any activity. 

Ten years ago, computers were used to replace 
people along the line of taylorism where 
hundreds of people did punch cards to feed the 
machine. Today, we are entering a period where 
computers are becoming personal tools, sitting 
on the desk of each professional and allowing 
him not only to save lime by asking the 
computer to take over all the tedious parts of 
h is task, but allowing him also to do much 
more and attack more dilTicult and more 
complex problems than he could before. 

The fast lncrease in the number of computers 
used in all professions and at all levels of 
activltles (the production of mlcrocomputers 
for 1986 is around 9 million units and is going 
to increase sharply this year) has already a 
number of consequences. 

The first consequence is a lack of 
professionals in informatics which are, by 
definition, those who design and manufacture 
the hardware and the software whlch the users 
of computers will buy and use. 

The second consequence is. at least in 
developed countrles. a kind of growing 
awareness in publ!c opinion of the keyrole of 
informatlcs for the society of tomorrow whlch 
has been inltiated and strongly supported by 
all mass media and official speeches. This in 
tum has led governments in almost all 
developed countries to proposals or decisions 
to introduce computers in the whole 
educatlonal system from kindergarten to 
unlversity. 

Moreover. because of the decreasing price of 
computers and the way manufacturers and 
computershops are advertising their products, 
an increasing number of parents are feeling 
more and more gu!lty if they do not buy a 
computer to their children. 

Despite some dissimilarities in scope and 
methods, all proposals or projects to introduce 
computers In education, can all be classified in 
what I shall call three scenarios. 

Flrst scenario: computer awareness/computer 
literacy 

In that first scenario, children should be 
taught about computers. how they work, how 
they are used, their social impact, the way they 
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change jobs and. last but not least, children 
should be taughl programmlng [the Britlsh 
Microelectronics In Education Project 
included even rnicroeleclronicsl and all lhls 
before the age of 12 or 15. 

Thls scenario looks ltke a kind of emergency 
decision lo face the masslve arrival of mlcro
computers. It is overslmplilled because it does 
not make much sense to teach the state of the 
art of informatics to chlldren who will be 
adulls in 10 years from now, given that nobody 
is able lo predict what informatlcs wlll look 
ltke in 10 years from now [who was able 10 
years ago to predicl 500 $ computers. computer 
nelworks. integrated service networks, 
electronic mail, extenslve databanks. multiple 
windows. puU-down menus, etc). 

In my opinion, this scenario Is not only 
useless, it is hannful because the tirne spent on 
these topics could be better used to teach much 
more fundamental subjects ltke mathematlcs. 
sclences or oral and written expression whlch 
are more than ever necessary to tum out the 
highly adaptive people needed by our modern 
and fast changing soclely. 

In some places. it Is suggested to go even 
further and to teach programming and/or 
algorllhms. 

The teachlng of prograrnming 

Some people argue thal il is necessary to be 
able to program a computer with two kinds of 
arguments: 

al if you do not know a programming 
Janguage you will be like an invalid in a 
computerized society, 

b) if you know a programming language you 
will be able to find a well payed job. 

These two arguments were valid years ago but 
are not lrue any more: 

al ctttzens of the computerlzed society wlll 
not write programs. they will use computers In 
the CAX mode with prewritten cheap sofiware 
because it wil1 be sold by the hundred thousand 
coples (one should remember that the 
VISICALC software has been sold in over 
400.000 copies). 

b) if companies can aiford to buy 
microcomputers, they can not afford the cost 
of having thelr employees write programs 
lnstead of doing their work. Moreover, those 
people who will be hircd to wrtte programs wtll 
be requtred to be specialists in programmtng 
which has little to do wlth the simple 
knowledge of a programmlng language. 

Other specialists argue that programmtng has 
intellectual vlrtues and lhey compare it to 
mathematics or even latin. Tratning In 

programming Is supposed lo teach children: 

al lo "think logically" (whatever thls means). 

bl lo formulate solutions in a clear, 
exhaustive and unamblguous way, 

cl to be careful and handle all details, 

dl etc 

Objectlvely, these people lake their deslre for 
reallty. 

The lruth is that we would ltke future 
programmers lo have the above qualities but 
experience has sho'.1.n that the teachtng of 
programming even intensively has been unable 
to develop these qualities for people who did 
not have them before hand. 

The lncredible !arge number of reports on lhe 
bad working methods and the low productivity 
of professional prograrnmers are a proof of il 
as well as the cruel anecdotes which are well 
known in professional clrcles. 

I shall only give two of these: 
"if we could manage to allow programmers lo 
write thetr sofiware in natura! language. we 
would notlce that the majority of them cannot 
wrlle" , 
"in software, the flrst 90 % of ajob take 90 % of 
the lime, the last 10 % lake also 90 % of the 
tlme". 

Some people argue that thls was true up to 
now because we were not able lo teach "good" 
programming but the "new" programming 
methods or such and such new "miracle
language" or "mlracle-system" is gotng to 
change the situation 
It may well be poss ible but it rematns to be 
proved. 

Moreover, whlch language should be taught? 

the respectable one (FORTRAN), 
the easy one (BAS!Cl 
the pedagoglcal one (PASCAL) 
the useful one (COBOL) 
the modem ones (USP, PROL(X}, 

SMALLTAl.K .... l. 

and which wlll be the standard one in ten years 
from now? Wlll It be a natura! language and if 
It Is the case will It be Japanese? 

Same specialists agree wtth lhe above 
arguments that a programmlng language is not 
really important but they lnsist on teaching 
algorithms. 

The teachlng of algorlthms 

The teachtng of algorithms should teach 
chlldren: 

- to formulate correctly a problem, 
- to analyse the problem and decompose il in 

relevant subproblems, 
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- to solve the problem by wrltlng the correct 
algor!thms. 

all th!s be!ng also somet!mes called "problem 
solv!ng". 

:-Iow, problems solv!ng is an !nterestlng 
concept because since it has been formalized in 
the l 7th century by Rene Descartes who 
suggested to decompose a problem in 
suffic!ently small sub-problems wh!ch can be 
solved at a glance. the only thing we have done 
is to add new keywords like "stepw!se 
refinement" or "divide to conquer" wh!ch are 
justa paraphrase and do not brtng anything 
new. 

It is no surprise because the general concept 
of problem solv!ng is so general that it is 
almost semant!cally empty. 

Apart from academ!c problems. and even in 
that case. the solving method of any problem 
depends heavily on the relevant discipline in 
wh!ch the problem is formulated and is 
strongly !somorph!c with the handful of 
paradigms caracteristic of that disc!pline. 

There is very little in common between 
solving a problem in astronomy and solving a 
problem in biology, except the fact that in each 
case there is a "problem-solving" problem. At 
that leve! of general!ty we can consider that 
the concept of problem-solv!ng is 
semant!cally empty except lf it is applied to a 
given d!sc!pl!ne and in that case problem
solving is a bag of tricks and not a method. 

In fact. what is common between the 
proposals of teach!ng programming and 
teach!ng problem-solving Is the !dea that there 
are "informat!cs methods" for solving 
problems and that the ultimate in problem
solving is wr!ting a computer program that 
solves the problem. 

Th!s is a completely aberrant v!ew of 
problem-solving in general and Is noth!ng 
rnore than a tentat!ve to make a theory out of 
what has been practice of analysts and 
programmers for the last 20 years or so. The 
classical problem solved by analysts and 
programmers was to autornatlze a procedure or 
a set of procedures made by hand (like 
establishing payrolls or sort!ng flles. etc) 
through the use of a computer program. No 
wonder if these people have tr!ed to make a 
theory out of the!r da!ly act!vit!es. 

Unfortunately, the general activ!ty of 
problem-solv!ng is not reduc!ble to that 
speciflc work of automation of procedures and 
therefore the teach!ng of programming and/ or 
algor!thms is of no use except for 
professionals in tnformatics. 

The real challenge ly!ng before us is totally 
dlfferent. In our fast changing society new 
problems are ar!sing all the t!me, and our role 
should be to prepare ch!ldren to solve these 
problems wh!ch we don't even know today, 
flrst of all by developing inslght. Intuition and 
imag!nat!on based on a solid understand!ng of 

the bas!c paradigms of sclences and second by 
helping them to analyse in a problem which 
part is relevant to thelr own !ntellectual effort 
and which part can be given to the cornputer 
used as an asslstant. As Terry W!nograd said 
"Computers should no be regarded as a 
mathemat!cal abstraction but as systems with 
which people Internet". 

It is my opinion that computers can be used in 
education towards that purpose and I shall 
comeback to that subject later on. 

Second scenario: the computer as an 
lntelllgence ampllfler 

Most psycholog!sts believe that ch!ldren leam 
about the world through the!r !nteraction with 
the world and Piaget goes even further by 
saying that children develop the!r "logico
mathematical tools" through abstraction from 
the!r da!ly experiments with the world. 

If we accept the !dea that children leam about 
the world by doing and that therefore the!r 
vision of the world depends on the variety of 
the!r experiments then the use of computers 
raises a number of questions because with 
computers children can make types of 
experiments which are completely !mpossible 
without computers. What are these new 
experiments and do they (lf at all) change the 
way children perceive the world? 

al there are simple drawing-softwares with 
which it Is possible to make draw!ngs on a 
screen with a l!ght pen. In its s!mplest form 
such a software draws a stralght l!ne through 
any two successive positions of the lightpen. 
How do children use that possibility? How do 
they explain the automatic drawing? 

bl a bit more soph!st!cated are !eon driven 
draw!ng softwares where 2 po!nts can define 
e!ther a rectangle of a square or a c!rcle 
depend!ng on the !eon chosen. Moreover a 
drawing or a part of it can be moved all over the 
screen can be made larger or smaller. etc. All 
these possib!lities do not ex!st on paper . How 
do children use these poss!b!lit!es? How much 
do they like it? How do they expla!n what they 
see? 

cl ifhav!ng drawn a closed l!ne, the computer 
is able to fil] in the enclosed surface with any 
color. what are the experiments ch!ldren make 
to find out how it works (filling a non-closed 
curve, superposing two surfaces with dilferent 
colours. contour and surface in different 
colours. etc)? 

dl lf different bas!c drawings are available 
through !eons in a menu (houses. trees. flowers. 
sh!ps, windm!lls. boys. g!rls. an!mals. etc) do 
children u se the !eons separately or together to 
draw a landscape. After hav!ng used th!s 
draw!ng-software do they still draw on paper 
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and if so what ls the Jnfluence of the software 
on their future drawlngs? 

el what is the lmpact of a text processing 
package on the speed of learnJng of wriUng and 
spellJng? What is kept and what is !ost when 
children switch to hand writing? Is there a 
transfer between both actlvitles? 

f) the descriptlon of an action to be executed 
by a device later on upon request can be done 
either by pressing functlonal keys as in the 
case of the toy called "Sig track" or by typlng 
tnstructlons on a keyboard. Which way is the 
easiest for chlldren? Why? 

gJ what dilTerence do children see between a 
mobile execuUng a list of Jnstructlons by 
moving on the fioor and a mobile In the fonn 
of a triangle simulattng a real mobile and 
movtng on a screen (generally vertical)? What 
kind of relationship do they see between the 
mobile and its simulation? 

h) the possibillty to prescribe (in symbolic 
form) a set of actlons to be executed later on by 
a device is given by the use of computers. How 
does that possibility change (or not) the notion 
of flow of tlme (past. present. future) for 
children? 

i) to make a drawing on a screen, stortng it in 
memory and calling it again at a later tlme is 
one leve! of abstractlon higher than drawing 
on a piece of paper and storing it in a physical 
location where it can be found agaln. How does 
this different approach change the way a child 
conceives the concept of storing for later 
access? What dlfference does he/she make 
between stortng in a computer and stortng in a 
phystca1 locat1on? How does (s)he understand 
the necessity of namtng an object before 
storing it in m emory? 

j) Piaget has lnsisted on the fact that the 
child becomes progressively conscious that he 
is an actor as compared to outside objects. A 
robot with a program can become an actor 
while being an object. Does this change the 
way a child understands the outside world and 
his relatlonship to that world? 

There are many more questions along these 
llnes and they are all open questlons mainly 
because little research has been done on these 
and other fundamental problems. 

There is a historical reason for that lack of 
fundamental research.Years ago some 
computer scientlsts developed varlous pleces 
of sofiware and/or hardware aimed at the 
child - computer interaction and promoted 
these (mostly for commerclal reasons) as the 
only tool for interaction. Psychologists and 
pedagogues were not sufflciently competent in 
computer science to define their own 

hardware/software tools for investlgatlng the 
child - computer l.nteraction in terms of 
psychology and pedagogy, therefore the only 
research they dld was to investigate the 
propertles and possibilitles of the products 
deslgned by the computer sclentlsts with a 
tendency to draw universal concluslons as if 
these products were the only possible ones. 

Recently as more and more psychologists and 
pedagogues have become familiar with 
computers. an increaslng number of 
psychologists and pedagogues are deflntng by 
themselves thelr subjects of research in the 
area of child - computer interact!on and are 
developing by themselves the hardware/ 
software tools they need for their speciflc 
investlgatlons. 

This will hopefully bring to a stop 
wonderstortes about "Children love 
computers''. 'They cannot stop typtng on the 
keyboard". 'They lake the computer to bed" 
which may be true for some children but hide 
the fact that counter examples of chlldren 
completely reluctant to computers can be 
mentioned as well and in equal number. 

Statistlcally chlldren do not love or hate 
computers: when they can access one, they play 
a while with It and then they change for other 
games. 

It will also hopefully brlng to a stop stories 
about the wonderful properties of mlracle
prograrnmlng-languages like LOGO which are 
supposed to make children become creative and 
ex:plore and find out lots of things by 
themselves as opposed to the use of software 
packages which are accused to "program the 
child". To believe that the use of any specific 
programmlng language can make people 
become creatlve is either a naive view or an 
overoptimlstic view of manklnd in general and 
of chlldren in particular which reminds of 
JeanJacques Rousseau's "gentle savage" 
corrupted by civilization. 

That so many optlmistlc assertions about the 
psychological impact of using LOGO. made 
without any element of proof as to their general 
valldity. have been accepted by psychologists 
and pedagogues and that nobody ever 
mentioned a slngle drawback or dared raise an 
objection. can only be ex:plained by the 
dominant social status of computer sclent!sts 
and the complete lack of competence in 
computer science of psychologists and 
pedagogues. 

Third scenario: Computer asslsted actlvitles 

In thls scenario, the role of the computer is the 
role of an assistant whlch will be used as a set 
of resources and services. In other tenns, the 
future user of a computer will not be more 
concerned by computers "per se" than the 
cltizen of our "electronifled" society is 
concerned by electronlcs. 

What he will be lnterested in is the quallty 
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and variety of services available at his 
terminal which will be an outlet of a complex 
network system for communication. 
information and processing and the use of 
such a terminal will be socially accepted if and 
only if lts use is sufficiently simple, which 
means compatible with the usual behaviour of 
people in our society. 

The history of informatics of these last 
twenty years shows with evidence that a 
considerable eITort has been roade by 
professionals to simplify the use of computers 
so as to put the machine at the service of man. 
instead of obliging people to leam a complex 
set of relevant details of the machin e which in 
fact was puttlng man at the service of the 
machine. We have still to go further in that 
direction to accomplish the statement of Amo 
Penzias (Nobel Prize in 1978) 'We must teach 
computers to understand people". 

The computer as a source of services and 
resources is going to play a major role in 
education and in many countries there are 
now projects in progress to use computers in 
education. 

In the early sixties. the main role of 
computers in education was to replace 
teachers. It was the so called tutorial mode 
which simulated as well as possible the role of 
the teacher in the classroom giving lectures, 
asking questions. correcting answers and so 
on. Witnesses of that tendency are the 
numerous publicat!ons of that lime trying to 
show that computer- based education was 
cheaper than inslitutional education. 

The reason for the promotion of the tutorial 
mode was the high pr!ce of computers which 
roade their use economically feasible in 
education only if they were able to replace 
teachers. 

The tutortal mode is not bad in inself. It may 
b e very useful in a number of circumstances 
(children who have to stay away from school 
for a given period, rehearsal for the less gifted, 
leaming check l!st-type of activitles like 
maintenance, control, etc. but it is by no 
means the solution because it is just ridiculous 
lo try to reduce all pedagogical processes with 
all their complexity to that kind of 
rudimentary mech anism which is much more 
likely to develop conditloned reflexes in 
children than anyth ing else. The fact that it is 
put at work through advanced technology and 
with reference to Socrates does not change the 
problem. 

If we consider on the contrary that educat!on 
isa complex process where the alm of teaching 
is to help each child to acquire knowledge not 
for the purpose of memorizing it and becoming 
able to answer questions, but with the purpose 
to help each child to build for himself a 
coherent mental representation of the world 
around him so as to become able to act on this 
very world wlth increasing chances of success 
in bis actlons, than there is a wide variety of 

possible uses of computers at each step of the 
pedagogical process and not only for the child 
but also for the teacher. 

We have already mentioned the growing 
tendency of using computers in the CAX mode. 
If we apply this to education. than we have two 
actors: the teacher and the child, and each of 
them can be assisted by computer in their 
activity. 

Computer Alded Teaching 

Very little has been done in this dlrection up to 
now and therefore very few sofiware packages 
(which I shall call "teachware") are available to 
help teachers to improve their teaching in the 
classroom. 

One interest!ng appllcatlon is the "electronic 
blackboard" where the teacher uses the 
keyboard to show texts and pictures. Many 
dilTerent uses are possible 

- increasing the number of examples, 
- simulation of experiments 
- presentation of cases where an unknown 

rule is applied and asking the class to find the 
rules, etc. 

Some experimental teachware h as been 
developed in France and has given extremely 
interesting results. 

In one of these experiments (age 13- 15). the 
teacher shows a triangle where two points are 
fixed and one of the points can be moved 
through the keyboard. He asks how this last 
point should be moved to get a triangle having 
the same surface as the original one. After 
discussion between the pup!ls a move is 
proposed. 
If the surface of the new triangle is equal to 

the original one, the proposed polnt appears 
green and the computer gives a "beep"; ifit iS 
not the case. the new point appears reci and 
nothing happens. New discussion, new point, 
etc, until a line of green points, parallel to the 
fixed side. appears on the screen which 
properly commented by the teachers allows 
him to introduce the formula of the surface of 
the triangle, which at the same time justifies 
and explains what is shown on the screen. 

What this factual descrtption is unable to 
describe is the excitement in the classroom. the 
vividness of t he discussions between the pupils 
before making a decision and the pleasure of 
those who. between all. guess that all the points 
lie on a straight line. 

What iS important here is the emergence of a 
new type of pedagogy where the computer. in 
the hands of the teacher. plays an active role. 
What is also important is the change 
introduced in the relationshlp between the 
teacher and the pupils where the teacher is not 
the one who teaches the truth and gives bad 
marksfora wrong answer. On the contrary, he 
is encourag1ng the intuition, the imagination 
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and the creative thinking of the pupils and 
leaves to the computer to show if a pupil's 
proposal is wrong or right with the subsequent 
demonstration which helps to understand why 
some ideas were right and others not. This 
example gives only a slight idea of the wide 
range of possible uses of the computer by the 
teacher and much more research is necessary 
In this directlon. 

Another possible use of the computer to 
assist the teacher in the classroom is "guided 
discovery" which is the teacher's version of a 
game called "Microworld". For that purpose, 
the teacher uses a software package simulating 
an experimental phenomenon (physics, 
chemistry, biology, demography, geography, 
etc) . Pupils work in groups on a terminal 
where they can change the parameters of the 
phenomenon and make experiments and are 
asked to discover the laws goveming the 
phenomenon whereas the teacher goes from 
one group to another. 

There are many different objectlves: 

- to put children in a research situation, Le. 
construction of explanatory mode! of what has 
been observed. This isa real inductlve way of 
reasoning and requires creative thinking at a 
rather high leve! of abstraction (children are 
working on a symbolic representation of a 
real event). 

- to verify that children apply correctly the 
experimental method: experiment. 
hypothesis, verification of the hypothesis 
through experimentation, new hypothesls, etc, 
with examples and counter examples, 

- to verify that children apply a strategy to 
make their experiments converge towards a 
conclusion and are not gaming around 
through trial and error, 

- to help children to become autonomous in a 
situation which requires constructive 
thinking in the search for a solution. 

Another interesting possibility for the 
teacher is the use of small databanks which 
can be used in many disciplines, the maln 
purpose being to show that there are methods 
for asking the right questlons and for refining 
these progressively and that there are also 
methods for making a distinction between 
relevant and non-relevant facts in the answers 
given by the computer. 

Computer Aided Learning 

Here we are interested in the assistance a 
computer can give to the pupil. 

I shall only rnention video games or the so 
called educatlonal games because apart what I 
h ave said previously about the psychological 
impact of the specific properties of the 

computer. they have on the whole little 
pedagogical value. 

Besides these, the tutorial mode or the drill 
and practice mode can help the less gifted 
children at home to improve their results 
provided their parents pay attention to it 
because I don't know many children 
volunteering for working after classhours even 
on a computer when it becomes daily practice. 

More lnteresting is a text processing system 
with dicllonary look-up which can be used to 
lmprove spelling or can encourage children to 
write either because It comes out neatly printed 
or it can be sent directly through electronic 
mail. Dictionaries or encyclopedias on com
puters including video disks are much more 
likely to be used by children because they are 
no more heavy books accessed through 
alphabetical order but give immedlate answers 
wlth moving pictures on the screen to any 
question. 

Finally. the most lnteresting is probably still 
to come as shown by a recent experiment in 
France. The example I shall describe is in 
elementary chemistry bul it can be used in any 
discipline. The software is an expert system in 
chemistry but it is not used to answer 
quest!ons. Instead of asking a question , the 
user submits a chemistry problem to the 
computer and asks the computer to explain step 
by step how it solves the problem. This is the 
first example I know of leaming how to solve a 
problem by watching a computer solving that 
problem and giving step by step the rules which 
are followed to find the solution. This new 
direction seems very promising at least for 
sin1ple problems and should be further 
investigated. 

Long term implicatlons 

The u se of computers with the variety of 
techniques which have been described are 
alming at the lmprovement of present 
education by giving children more autonomy, 
more critical thinking, more possibilities to 
become creative. 

Moreover, by having children working with 
computers, they become familiar with their 
fut ure environment in the society of tomorrow 
and with the variety of tools which they will 
have at their disposal. 

That compulerized society Is no science 
fiction: it is already a reality in an increasing 
number of industries in the form of CAX tools. 

Because these tools give their users an 
increasing power on their envlronment by 
allowlng them to solve problems which they 
would have been unable to solve. by allowing 
them to master more and more complex 
problems. It is indlspensable to familiarize 
children with these tools not by givlng them 
lectures on computers or programming bul by 
giving them the opportunity to use these tools 
in the wldest possible variety of situations. 
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To reach this objective, the knowledge about 
computers and programming is generally 
useless because writing a program of 50 or 100 
instructions does not allow to understand 
anything about what a databank is, how to 
access and how to use it. in the same way as 
knowing how lo pilot a plane is totally 
irrelevant to what one has to know to fly from 
Paris to Stockholm on a commercial airplane. 
In the first case. one has to leam how to 
conlrol a plane with its problems in 
mechanics and aerodynamics. wlth its take
off and landing procedures, etc. In the second 
case. there are specialists to pilot the plane but 
the passenger Is not concemed by these 
problems: what the passenger has to know Is 
how lo read a flight schedule. how to plan 
flight connections. how lo make a seat 
reservation, the address of the air terminal, 
the duration of the ride lo the alrport, the 
maximum weight of his luggage. etc. 

The image of the user in front of hls 
compuler with a programming language as his 
only resource is an Image of the pasl. More and 
more computers are integrated in complex 
systems of Information, communication and 
processing ranging from the local working 
station with dozens of sophisticated software 
packages where instructions are by the 
hundred thousand to local, regional and inter
national networks. Each user will therefore be 
linked to thousands of other computers with 
access to informations and software packages 
available all over the world which he will be 
able to download in his own station for further 
use. This multiplication of more and more 
sophist!cated software tools which will be 
accessible from any professional or private 
terminal is the major characteristic of the 
computerized society which is the society our 
children will live in and for which we have to 
prepare them. 

The invention of prinling has allowed to put 
a t the disposal of everybody In book form the 
knowledge accumulated by past generations 
and has th erefore contributed to the general 
progress of knowledge. 
The advent of the information, 
communication and processing system 
represents a radical change because these 
allow not only a faster and easier access to 
that accumulated knowledge, but they allow, 
moreover and this is completely new. to put at 
work methods and techniques by executing 
software packages written by others. 

Up to now, we had to learn in books the 
descrlption of the methods and techniques and 
try to apply these memorized methods to each 
problem encountered. By adding the 
information, communication and processing 
systems to the printed knowledge we are. 
without being always clearly conscious, 
leaving the era of discursive information 
(description ofwhat we have to do to solve a 
problem). to enter the era of operational 

information (how to choose the software 
package which, when executed by a computer. 
will give the solution of the problem). 

If we analyse the implications of this radical 
change. some remarks are in order: 

a) it is absurd to believe that there will one 
day exist software packages which will solve 
all the problems or answer all the questions 
whlch men will ask, 

b) the software packages which are m assively 
developed today are packages which will assist 
men in the solution of problems by giving an 
ald lo process automatlcally certain parts of 
hls problems, 

c) the use of these software packages is not 
trivial. It implies first of all to leam how to use 
them and It implies also that the user has 
sufficiently mastered the domain of the 
problem to be able to make a crltlcal appraisal 
of the results given by the computer (no 
software will ever allow a specialist in biology 
to designa new machine-tool, and no computer 
will ever allow a TV-repair man to design VLSI 
clrcuits). 

The contents. the techniques and the methods 
of all present day educational systems. from 
elementary school to university. are based 
implicitely on the hypothesis that for solving 
the problems which are given or will be given to 
the student, the student will have at his dis
posal his brain, a sheet of paper, a pencil and 
eventually same books. This very hypothesis is 
never explicitely stated but it is the very basis 
of all educalional systems. 

If. as I do believe, in a very near future any 
pupil or student will have permanent access to 
systems of information, communication and 
processlng, where thousands of software 
packages will be available to help hlm to solve 
his problems, than it is clear that the preceding 
hypothesis is no more valid. 

In other tenns. the generalized access to 
systems of information. communication and 
processing will progressively put in question 
the methods. the techniques and the contents 
of all systems of education from elementary 
schools to university because that very access 
puts in questlon all the knowledges and all the 
know-how's as we define them today. 

Learn to think differently 

One often hears these days that our problem 
today is to integrate informaUcs into all 
disclplines. but it should be evident at this 
stage that those who pretend reach the 
objective by teaching programming or 
algorithms are addressing the wrong problem. 

If lnformattcs is not the science of computers, 
it is not elther the technique of programming. 
The computer is a machine and programming 
is a technique. Both together are tools for the 
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processlng of Information whlch Is the object 
and the major object of lnforrnatlcs. 

When I speak of lntegratlng lnforrnatlcs In 
all disclpllnes. I do not lhink about computers 
or programming, but I do think about 
information processing In the broadest sense 
and about what It can bring to the user. 

The major characteristlc of what has 
happened in lnformatics In the last years Is 
the fast emergence of computer assisted or 
computer aided techniques (what I have called 
CAX) which are, In the strict sense, processlng 
systems more and more sophisticated in an 
ever increasing number of areas (eleclronics. 
avionlcs. medicine, blology. mechanics, 
architecture, offlce work, etc). 

Some experts minlmize this phenomenon by 
calling it "press-button informatics", but I 
belleve that lhls phenomenon Is the most 
lmportant slnce the invention of the 
computer. 

It Is important for two reasons. First of all. It 
is golng to give us more and more powerful 
tools which will inevltably put In questlon all 
knowledges and all know-how's and, second. It 
Is going to concem everybody In his 
professional and private life. It is clearly 
evident that these tools. because they rel!eve 
the user of all long and fastidlous routlne 
work, require also from hlm more 
imaginaUon. more Intuition. more creaUvity 
to lnvent alternative solutions to be tested on 
the computer and require moreover the 
capacity to judge critlcally any result given by 
the computer which, In tum, implies a 
dilTerent and deeper type of knowledge. 
However, even a superficlal analysls of the 
contents of educatlon shows that a !arge part 
of education is devoled to the teaching of 
analytical methods which Jead to the de
composltion of a problem In successlve steps 
down to the leve! where each subproblem can 
be solved by hand. 

This is not only normal. It is lndispensable 
in a situation where there Is no other resource 
than paper and pencil. 
lf we consider however that analytlcal 

methods are in thelr vast majority algorlthms 
then It is clear t:hat. sooner ar later. we shall 
have software packages whlch implement 
automatlcally these methods and everybody 
will be able ta use them lncludlng at school. 

As it is highly probable that. In not toa far a 
lime, every child In school will have In hls 
pocket a computer as they have today a pocket
calculator (should I remind you that t:he very 
first pocket calculator was put on the market 
only 15 years ago at a prtce of 700 $ US) with a 
wide variety of powerful software packages. 
t:han It becomes evident t:hat our present 
education at all Jevels will be growingly 
misadapted. It is therefore not too early to 
begin ta thlnk about whlch modificatlons 
should be introduced In t:he contents as well as 
in the methods of educatlon (It Is already the 

case In certain states of the US). 
It has often been sald that informatics was 

go1ng ta bring deep changes in our lntellectual 
habits because of Ils lntrinsic Joglc and. ta 
accelerate these changes. It was urgent lo teach 
the techniques af informatics ta everybody and 
ma lnly ta children. The implicit hypothesls 
was that we could prepare our society to the 
unavoidable changes by teaching algortthms ta 
everybody through top-down analysls. data
structures. rigorous log1cal thinking. iteration 
loops, recursion and proofs of programs. 

The difficulty here Is that this very proposal 
Is not anything else than a tentative ta rise at a 
respectable leve! of cultural value and ta spread 
to the whole of sociely what has been the 
essentials af the actlvlty of professlonal 
programmers for the last 10 or 20 years. An 
even greater difflculty Is that this type of 
proposal Is cxactly the type of conditionlng by 
the past which exist each time a new tool Is 
lnvented, as I dld mentlon at the beginning of 
my talk. 

But the greatest difflculty of all Is that this 
type of proposal Is In contradictlon with the 
mast recent trends of the evolution In the use of 
computers towards a generalized CAX acUvity. 
The generalized use of computers is go1ng to 
change our mental hablts but not because of the 
afore mentioned reasons. 

What is going to happen is t:hat. through the 
effect of economic competitlon or because of 
the simple necessity of survival of 
lndustrialtzed countries. more and more 
sophisticated lnformatlc tools will be 
introduced elsewhere. 

What is going to happen is t:hat everybody will 
have to use In his professional life first and In 
his private life afterwards so powerful tools 
that they would have been properly 
unthinkable 10 or 20 years aga. 

This wlll lead unavoidably. through dally 
practice. to formulate all problems differently 
because they will be solved through the use of 
much more powerful tools and this will lead 
people quite naturally to think dlfferently 
(long distance trave! problems are considered 
differently today from what they were before 
the inventlon of the rail road. the car or the 
airplane and thls has changed deeply the way 
we look at the world in general). 

The advent of CAX tools and their generalized 
use in the next ten years Is going to put In 
questlon all our know-how's, and th e teachlng 
of computers and programmlng is by no means 
an answer to that questlon. What Is In quesllon 
Is much deeper. Il Is the question af how we are 
going ta change our whole systems af education 
so as to take lnto account the existence of these 
powerful tools and how we are golng to 
lntegrate these In a new set of coherent 
curricula at all levels so as to educate 
everybody to make the mast efficient use of 
these tools starting at the elementary school 
and up to univers lty. 
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Teny Wlnograd has said that "There is one 
thing which computers cannot do and which 
people do quile naturally: "think":" but it has 
also been said that the way we thlnk is to a 
considerable extent conditloned by the nature 
and the kind of tools we use. 

The advent of CAX tools is therefore opening 
a whole new era where men will be relieved 
from a considerable amount of routine 
intellectual actlvitles and mechanlcal 
thinking and this gives us for the f!.rst tlme in 
history a unique occasion for uslng education 
to develop lnsight, imagination and creatlvity, 
which are more than ever necessa.ry to make 
the best use of these tools. 

Dr Hamming has said that 'The purpose of 
computing is insight and not numbers" and I 
would like to paraphrase his statement by 
saying that the ultimate purpose of computing 
should not be to tum people into servants of 
the computer but to develop in people those 
quallt!es whlch are unique to men, in other 
terms, lhe ultimate purpose of computing 
should be to help people to become more 
human. 
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Questions and Answers 

Q: You ralsed a very fundamental questlon 
concerning the Implementation process of 
computers. In many countries politlcians rush 
lo meet the rather vague concept of "the 
Information society" by putting hardware In 
schools. Then they try to think what to do wlth 
these machines. 

Thls policy mistake Is qulte costly. You 
mentioned that first comes teacher training, 
then software and last hardware. 

Professor Turkle suggested in an interview, 
that before starting with computers in schools. 
every teacher should be lssued one. What is 
your reaction conceming lhat suggestion? 
Will. putting thousands of teachers back to the 
desks again, solve the rather costly policy 
mlstake being made today? 

A I have a natural tendency not to be 
normatlve because most of the thlngs you 
mentlon are not under my control. It Is very 
difiicult to say "you should- you should not" 
because I have no part in deciding anything at 
that leve!. I agree with what you say. The only 
thing we can do Is to try and help officlals not 
to go in a direction whlch we can predlct is 
closed. We can try to give a "gentle push" in 
order to change the declsion a llttle bit in the 
right way. If enough people push in the rtght 
way maybe the resultant can be a change in an 
offlclal declsion. 

One of the difficulties I have experienced ln 
France is that ministers are people who are 
very busy. One can not expect or hope to discuss 
wlth a minister more than flve mlnutes. In five 
minutes you have to explain something that 
perhaps lakes an hour, which of course Is 
lmpossible. 

The minister can easily unders tand if you 
say: "Many people. many parents want to have 
computers in schools". Hls response will 
probably be: "How much does it cost?" If you 
say: ''1\Yo million dollars". he may very well 
answer: "Ok, bring the cheque." Then your five 
minutes are up. 

If you try to explaln to the minister that the 
problem begins with teacher training which 
means that a minimum ofhundred thousand 
people has to go through training, his 
questlons will be: How much? How long? It Is 
lmposslble to answer. 

If you say: We need five years to traln the 
teachers - it Is not his problem. He Is elected for 
two years. 

The problem raised Is a compllcated problem 
because it has to do with polltical decisions 
and the way polltlcal decisions are taken. One 
may not like it but it Is the way things go. You 
are perfectly rtght that when It comes to this 
large number of people to be trained. to be 

convinced, to be given software and so on. the 
problem Is very compllcated. Declsions 
which are made are not always completely 
wrong. I would not say so, but they are not 
necessarily In the rtght direction. 

Q: You have outllned three scenarios of whlch 
you very quickly do away with the first one. 

In the second scenario you speak, among 
other things, about computer-aided teachlng. 
You say that what Is lmportant Is the 
emergence of a new type of pedagogy where the 
computer in the hands of the teacher. lf the 
teacher so wants to. may play an important 
role. Moreover you foresee a new relationship 
between the teacher and the pupil. 

The question coming into my mind Is: do you 
belleve in these changes because you perceive 
an enormous strength of the computers 
themselves or do you believe tn these changes 
because you belleve such changes are on their 
way. with drlving forces other than computers 
and other than computerlzation of society? 

A I belleve that the authors of the Camegle 
report 'The Fourth Revolution", publlshed in 
1972 are rtght. They say that it is not because 
computers exlst that they should be used in 
education. That is not a good reason. To teach 
wlth computers Is more demandlng and more 
difflcult, it lakes more lime and more efTort 
than teaching the traditlonal way. Therefore, 
computers in educatlon will survive lf. and 
only !f. those teachers involved. after the 
novelty have faded, will contlnue, insist and 
make it a daily practlse. So my answer Is that 
nothing will happen in educatlon wlthout a 
definite will of the teachers. 

Introducing computers in educaUon lmplies 
training teachers. I would add though that 
introducing computers in schools is no 
guarantee of anything. On the contrary. A good 
teacher with a computer will be a better 
teacher. A bad teacher with a computer will be 
worse than without a computer. He wtll leave 
the computer with the chlldren and read the 
newspaper. 

So what will happen wil1 not happen because 
of outside pressure. It \vill happen because I 
believe that there is a vast majority of teachers 
who are interested In what they are doing. Who 
try to find more efTlclent methods, new 
methods and new ways of doing things. I know 
of many teachers, at least in France, spending 
extra hours all the lime trying to include new 
methods in their teaching In a constructive 
way. It really comes from the teachers and 
from nothing else. Computers can be given to 
every school and it will not change anything. 
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I would like to talk about a battle or struggle 
which I think is going on in universities as 
well as in the professions. It is a struggle about 
views of knowledge, professional practice and 
about the proper kind of education. The 
computer comes into it because the computer is 
in part a trigger and in part a stake in this 
struggle. The struggle has to do with views of 
knowledge or what I call epistemologies of 
practice. 

Let me take you back to 1963. There was an 
issue of a publication called Daedalus which 
was devoted to the professions. That issue 
made it clear that nowhere in the history of 
American society had the professions been so 
triumphant. Every article in that review was a 
celebration of the profession of medicine. 
sciences. psychiatry. engineertng etc. The 
only problem that could be nollced was that 
there was a shortage of professionals and there 
was too much technical information being 
generated. 

However. nine years later the tune was 
complelely different. When I first came to MIT 
in 1972 lhe first thing that I did was to 
organize a meeting of people interested in 
professional education. There were some 
leading practitioners and heads of 
professional schools. What they sald was that 
there had been an undermining of the 
professions. 

With the undermining of the professions 
comes the undermining of what I like to call 
the technological program of whlch the 
professions are the leading edge. There had 
been an erosion of th e professionals' claim to 
produce ethical standards above the norm for 
society and to produce e.xpertise useful to solve 
societies problems. 

Wby had the tune changed? Well. between 
1963 and 1972 there was for example the 
Vietnam war which was professionally 
engineered. This event as well as other events 
during that Ume made the leading edge 
professionals aware of the salience of certain 
indeterminate zones of practice. The 
professionals had become aware of the great 
importance of uncertainty, for example. 
Uncertainty in the sense of having more 
information than one can handle. In the 
course of becoming aware of uncertainty they 
had become aware of a dilemma I would like to 
describe as the dilemma of rtgor or relevance. 

Undemeath the dilemma of rigor or 
relevance is a particular eplstemology of 
practice. Let me define it for you by referring to 
a very interesting article by a man named 
Nathan Glazer. called The Schools oj the 
Minor Professions. It was published in 1975. 
Glazer disttnguishes between two kinds of 
professions. "major" and "minor". The "major" 
professions are law. business and medicine. 
The "minor" ones are all the others. What 
Glazer says about them is that the "major" 

professions have clear and self-consistent 
ends. a stable institutional context of practice 
and a systematic body of professional 
knowledge. None of the "minor" professions 
have those things. As a consequence. Glazer 
says, the "minor" professions are always 
subject toa dilemma. They are continuously 
importing high status representatives of 
disciplines from the "major" professions and 
the sciences in order to increase their prestige. 

Ifyou look at Glazers' argument it depends on 
the notion that practical knowledge consists in 
the adaptation of means to ends. His focus on 
self-conslstent and precisely measurable ends 
implies that idea. as well as the notion that 
practical knowledge becomes professional 
when instrumental rationality is based upon 
science. So we have the fo!lowing definition of 
professional knowledge: It is the adjustment of 
means to ends through the application of 
science. That idea central to the emergence of 
the modem research university, raises a 
problem of what to do with the professions. 

In 1916 the Norwegian-Amerlcan economist 
Torstein Veblen wrote The Order oj Higher 
Leaming in America. In th at book he vented 
his anger at lhe trustees of the University of 
Chicago because they were proposing to admit a 
business school to the universlty. What, he 
asked, does a lower school ofbusiness have to 
do with a higher school of the university? The 
professors of business will be unable to produce 
anythlng like scholarship or research but they 
will feel obliged to attempt to do so because they 
are in an university. The result will be 
embarrassing to everybody. 

Veblen !ost his battle and the business school 
dld enter the universlty. It was followed by lhe 
medical school. engineering school. the 
schools of psychlatry. library science etc. But 
the prtce these schools had to pay for entry lnto 
the u niversity was to buy into the univers ities' 
predominant epistemology. This was dertved 
from positivism and was bas ically the notion 
that scholarly knowledge should approximate 
in so far as possible to a certaln view of 
scientific knowledge. 

The consequence of all this was to generate 
two institutional implicatlons. both still with 
us today, which make the university a 
Veblenian instrument regardless of what any 
individual within it wishes. 

The first of these is the normatlve 
professional curriculum, whose sequence is: 
"first teach the relevant basic science. then 
teach the relevant applled !'Cience. then give a 
practicum whose purpose is to apply the science 
to solving the everyday problems" - sequence 
that makes sense only if we accept technical 
ratlonality, the positivistic eplstemology of 
practice. 

The second institutional consequence was to 
separate research from practice. lf our mode! of 
research is scientific research in the 
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posttivlstlc mode. then we must separate 
research from practlce. because in pracl!ce we 
have neither the scope for statlstlcal analysls 
nor the freedom from confounding varlables 
essential to controlled experlmentatlon. 
Hence. research must be located in the 
unlversity and pracuce outside the university. 

What we have. then, is a view of the 
university as a locus for the production of new 
knowledge through research. Research is 
Intended eventually to bulld theory appllcable 
to practice. to be transmltted to the 
professlonal schools and ultimately to the 
practitioners. This Is the Idea that produces 
the dilemma of ngor or relevance. for we have 
discovered that there are crucially important 
situations of uncertainty, unlqueness and 
conflict which do not flt the categories of 
research-based theory and technlque. 

Uncertain situations. and their converslon to 
problems through problem-framing, cannot be 
placed wlthln the mode! of technlcal 
ratlonality: one does not have a technlcal 
problem to solve until such a problem has been 
framed. Unique situations cannot be solved by 
reference to the categories of existing theory 
and technique because, by definition, they do 
not fit those categortes. Conflictual 
situations cannot be solved as technlcal 
problems because in order to get to a technlcal 
problem you need a set of self-conslstent ends. 

During this period in whlch the crlsis of 
professional knowledge was developing there 
was a revolution going on in the philosophy of 
science. There was the work ofThomas Kuhn 
and others who were basically underminlng 
the very pillars of positivism. The unlverslty, 
however. has posltlvlsm bullt into lts bones 
and the professlonal schools are based upon it. 
We are llving tn a kind of vestlglal 
lnapproprlate institution. 

One response to thls lssue is to tum the 
problem on lts head. Tumlng the problem on 
lts head would mean asklng ourselves not how 
to apply science to practice but rather. what Is 
It we already know? What kind of knowledge 
do we already have? 

Let me give you an example. lf you rtde on a 
blcycle and begin to fall to the left. in what 
dlrectlon must you quickly tum your wheel in 
order to keep from falling all the way? Some 
ofyou would probably give the wrong answer. 
others would not know what to answer. but 
mast of us would still do the rtght thing. 

Another example would be if you ask me how 
I recognize my mother's face in a crowd. I could 
start descrtbing ber to you. but for you that 
descrlption would flt several people. When I 
recognlze my mother's face I am not processing 
a list, I make an lmmedlate judgement. 

In reference to phenomena like these. people 
sometlmes talk about instlnct, intuition or 
spontanelty. The phllosopher Michael 

Polanyi in his wonderful llttle book, The Tacit 
Dimension, talks about tacit knowledge or 
taclt knowlng. I like to talk about knowing-in
actlon. There Is an important sense in which 
we can say that the knowing is in the dotng. in 
the action ltself. We have the capaclty to give 
the rtght response on a blcycle even when we 
give the wrong answer in our description of 
how to do it. 

Thls sort of ordinary knowing in action 
really gets us through life. There are limes, 
however, when It does not and then we get 
surprlsed. But we have a rather remarkable 
capaclty, which is to respond to surprise in the 
mldst of action. We can deliver what I call 
reflection-in-action. My favorite example is 
jazz. Jazz is collectlve improvlsion. It is a 
number of people together responding to 
surprise. but respondtng lo It in such a way as 
to make a coherent plece with others who are 
also improvlslng. Here. a group of indlvlduals 
respond to surprlse by rethinking and redoing 
thelr responses In the mldst of action. 

Another wonderful example Is ordlnary 
conversation. A good conversatlon Is n elther 
wholly predictable nor wholly unpredictable. If 
it Is wholly predlctable It Is boring. If It is 
wholly unpredictable. It Is crazy. A good 
conversation lies between boredom and 
insanlty. In it, we are continually responding 
to surprlse within the framework of aset of 
routlnes whlch we understand and manlpulate 
effectively in terms of our own knowing in 
action. What Is lnteresting about these 
capacitles is that they do not requlre 
lntellectualizatlon and they need not take 
place In words. 

We also have the capaclty lo reflect on our 
reflection-in-actlon. This is a process in whlch 
we move from the observation of acl!on to 
reflection on that acl!on. We move to a 
descrlption useful for further action. and to 
critlque of that description. which we can then 
test and explore through the next thing we do. 

Action. observation. reflectlon, descrlpllon, 
critique and further action. This cycle of 
reflectlon on reflectlon-in-action is also 
something we also know how lo do - albeit In 
varying degrees of skill and awareness of what 
we are doing. 

In all thls. I have been attempting to give you 
an Jmpresslonistlc plcture of a different 
epistemology of practice. It Is an eplstemology 
of practice whlch finds the source of knowledge 
embedded in the routlnes and improvisations 
of everyday action. It Is an eplstemology of 
practlce that recognizes artistry. not as a 
mysterious entity but as something to be 
reflected upon and described. It is an 
epistemology of practice whlch I th lnk Is 
rooted in construcllonlsm. It Is very close to 
the notion that in our perceptions and actlons. 
in our descrlptions and notations. in our ways 
of framlng problems, we construct a world of 
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practlce in wh!ch we live. I am going to u se the 
term "reflectlve pracUce" to refer to this ldea. 

Let me now contrast the two eplstemologies of 
practlce. Technlcal ratlonality sees 
professlonal competence as the applicatlon of 
science to the solving of instrumental 
problems. Reflective practlce treats technical 
problem solv!ng as a subclass of intelligent 
processes wlthin a context of problem framing 
through skills about wh!ch technique itself 
can tell us nothlng. Reflective practlce focuses 
on artistry and reflection on artistry, 
something we intuitlvely and spontaneously 
know h ow to do and can come in some measure 
to be able to describe. What thls is not, 
however, Is a dlstlncUon between art and 
science. It is ra ther a distlnctlon between two 
epislemologles. two dilTerent ways of thinking 
about science and about art. I think the two 
diiferent ways can be usefully described as 
n::trospecuve and prospecuve. 

Technical ratlonality treats science as a set 
of products, a body of knowledge that 
scientlsts produce and codify In technical 
journals and textbooks. These products take 
the form of symbolic generalizatlons. They are 
constructed in relation to certaln flxed 
references. like number lines or coordlnate 
maps. From this polnt of view what can be 
understood is the process of testlng 
hypotheses. but the generation of hypotheses 
is left essentially mysterlous. 

Slmilarly, on the retrospectlve vlew, 
pa1ntlng, sculpture. music or poetry, is seen as 
product. The process that goes lnto it remalns 
private and baslcally mysterious. Most people 
who are researchers understand that there is 
an art of doing research - an art of doing 
science whlch is partly an art of analysis, like 
the analysis of structures. an art of framing 
problems and quesUons, and especially an art 
of unders tand!ng phenomena. If we view 
science and art before they become "products", 
if we look at how people do those thlngs then 
we see them both as fom1s of reflective 
practice. From this perspective. they seem 
much more alike than unallke. 

I want very quickly to touch on some of the 
lmpllcatlons of this dlstinctlon between 
eplstemologles of practice. There is, I think a 
kind of squ eeze play, squeezing us in the 
dlrectlon of technical ratlonality. 

By the late sevenUes there was a resurgence 
of technical rationality in the unlversitles. 
For example, the psychology department at 
MIT was renamed the Braln and Cognitlve 
Science department. The civil englneerlng 
department got rid of all their social scienUst 
and thelr anthropologist and went back to 
things they could actually measure. The 
Harvard Business school, based upon the case 
study method. a method that encourages 
reflective practlce. Is now In the mldst of a 

conflict over the question of what they need to 
do to meet the demands of the unlversity for 
dlscipllnary research. So technical ratlonality 
is resurgent in universlties. However, lts 
protagonlsts must deal wlth our growing 
recognlllon of the lmportance of reflectlon, 
artlstry and craft knowledge in professlonal 
practice. These things are happening at once. 

The other half of the squeeze play has to do 
wlth the insUtutional context of practlce itself. 
Here. leglslaUve. regulatory and bureaucratlc 
constralnts are tending to squeeze out the 
freedom and dlscretion on whlch reflectlve 
practlce depends. We can see thls In educatlon, 
wlth the lntroductlon of what is now called 
"competency testlng", legls lators legislate what 
teachers must teach and then test whether they 
have taught it, all in response to the 
educaUonal crtsls. 

Another example is that of Three Mile Island. 
There was a near melt down of thls nuclear 
reactor. The transcript of the operators· 
congresslonal testimony about thls event 
shows people who were confronted with what 
they called "weird data", data that dld not make 
sense. For example, water leve! was declining 
while the pressure was rising. The operators 
had no way to make sense of these data. In their 
testimony before the Congress, one of them 
said: 'We were riffilng through the procedures 
madly trying to find one that fit the data". But 
what they had was data that should have been 
confuslng. 

The right response to it, I would argue would 
be to be confused, to remaln confused for a 
wh!le and not to leap to an action. But they 
quickly leapt to the view that there was too 
much water and cut off the secondary water 
input - taking the system towards meltdown. 
Thls move intended to deal effectlvely wlth an 
extremely stressful and very uncertain 
situation, subsumed the "weird data" under an 
available procedure - In part, because the 
operators were trained, rewarded and 
punished. to deal wlth such things in terms of 
exlsting procedures. And the recommended 
response of the congresslonal committee that 
investlgated the problem was to get a better set 
of procedures, a computerized set of procedures. 

Here the computer enters the story. In this 
battle of eplstemologles, one of the roles of the 
computer is to support the systems of control 
by whlch we try to rernove indetermlnate zones 
of practlce from practice. Management 
information systems that control what 
managers will do. Proceduralized systems that 
control how an operator at Three Mile Island 
will behave under stress. Expert systems that 
will replace the lncompetence or the 
uncertalnty of physlclans before patients who 
"does not fit the book". In these control 
systems, the computer plays a central role. 

The questlon I want to ralse Is whether the 
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computer will be co-opted on behalf of 
resurgent technical rationallty. or whether it 
will be engaged in support of the reflecUve 
practlce. 

Let me give you two vignettes to suggest how 
this question comes to bear on education. 

In the work Sherry Turkle and I have been 
doing at MIT, we came across something 
interesting in the civil engineering 
department. It is a program called GROWL 
TIGER, a tool that allows people to draw and 
quickly analyze structures. Students use this 
software in very dilferent ways. In one sens~. 
they use it as a tool. sirnply to get rid of the 
tedious work of calculation. But some students 
use it not as an expert system and not 
primarily as an instrument of calculation. but 
as a kind of rnicroworld in which to play 
around. As they create and analyze structures, 
they allow themselves to get surprtsed and 
their surprtses become puzzles that they can 
think about. They create hypotheses and 
explore and test hypotheses by modifying and 
testing their structures. all within the 
boundaries of the microworld. 

Here is how one student descrtbed it: "! 
applied a wind load and I saw the buildlng lean 
a little. I saw the continuity of how it would 
have behaved if it weren't golng to fracture and 
fail catastrophically. I saw that if I wanted to 
get rid of some deflection in the floar girder. I 
could stilren up the wall columns. Then I saw 
that by rnaking same columns a bit wider 
wlthout necessarily changing the welght or 
even lowering the weight. I could make the 
building stiffer". 

He diseovered that by removing some 
materials from same of those colurnns, h e 
could actually increase the reslstance of the 
building to load. This became a fascinating 
issue for hirn which be pursued on his own for 
weeks thereafter. For him, the little program 
became a microworld in whicb he could build 
his capacity for reflection-in-action in design. 

The second vignette is not about computers 
directly. It could be taken, rather. as a 
metaphor for thinking about computers. 

Two colleagues of mine at MIT d!d a project 
whicb they called tbe Teacber Project. Tbey 
worked with same seven t eachers from 
elernentary schools, in seminars over a period 
of several years. In the course of that work. 
tbey tried to help the teacbers look at how they 
tbemselves learned. 

One day. they sbowed tbe teacbers a video 
tape. The video tape was of two boys and there 
was an opaque screen between tbem. Eacb boy 
bad before him a buncb of pattem blocks of 
different sizes, sbapes and colors. One boy bad 
a pattem and the other boy just a lot of blocks. 
The boy with the pattem was supposed to 
instruct the other boy to build bis pattem. 

The teachers watcbed tbe tape and. as tbey did 
so. saw the second boy wbo received 
lnstructions seerning to become more and more 
confused. His pattem looked more and more 
bizarre. The teachers said things like, "He 
seems to be a slow leamer, he has a rather low 
attention span, he doesn't have the basic skills 
of mastery that he needs." 

At a certain point in watching the tape. one of 
the researcbers said: 'Wait a minute. I think 
the first boy gave a mistaken direction tbat 
couldn't be followed . He said: Put down a green 
square. but there are no green squares. There 
are only orange squares. The only green things 
are triangles". 

The nice thing about a video tape is that you 
can tum it back. So they tumed back the video 
tape and looked again. This tirne, they saw that 
the researcherwas rtght. The first boy had 
given an irnpossible direction. The second boy 
then began to look to them like a virtuosa 
follower of directlons. valiantly improvising 
in spite of the fact that he had been given an 
irnpossible task. 

Looking back on that activity, the teachers 
said, 'We gave the kid reason". The notion of 
"giving the kid reason" became a central idea 
for them throughout the remalnder of thelr 
work in tbe seminar. 

Giving kids reason means that we act as though 
the things the child does, and the silly 
questions he asks, make a kind of sense. Our 
problem is to discover the sense they make. 
which makes us inta researchers and makes 
teaching inta on-the-spot experiment and 
reflection. Teaching becomes. potentially. a 
reflective practice. Professional education for 
teachers begins to look like coacbing aimed at 
belping teachers become reflective 
practitioners. 

In such a context. the interesting uses of the 
computer would. like GROWL TIGER. serve not 
to expedite or control practice but rather to 
enhance tlle teacher's capacity for reflection
in-action. 
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Questions and Answers 

Q: You stress that what you are saying is not to 
be taken as an attack on science and research 
in general. Do you th!nk, with our !ntellectual 
traditions and the social institutions of 
universitles, there is a possibility of stepping 
back and look at what the lssues are. which we 
are supposed to deal with? What do they look 
like, and how can we get thls into teachlng? 

A: It isa very revolutionary view. For 
university researchers it would mean to stop 
doing research and become people who try to 
help practltioners do research. We would 
become people who help practitloners reflect 
on their own practice. We would become guides. 
coaches and providers of frameworks for 
practitioners. That is a radlcal change In what 
we would do, how we would spend our tirne, 
where we would physlcally be and how we 
would earn our money. It would be a very 
different kind of world we would be Jiving in. 

The tradition of traditional lnstitutional 
forces of the university are very strong and 
they are reassurtng themselves. When, on the 
other hand, I began this work in the early 
seventies the only schools that were !nterested 
were the "minor" schools, like urban planning. 

Now the schools of bus!ness. law and 
medicine are !nvolved in trying to rethink the 
questlon of how to conduct professional 
educatlon. I think the computer can be a pawn 
in thls struggle. Depending on declsion of 
epistemology we think very differently about 
what to do with the computer. 

Q: So tills new technology can be used to 
pursue reflectlon-ln-practlce? You don't 
necessarily see it as a prolongation of 
traditional technlcal ratlonality? 

A: There are certaln contradictlons inherent 
in try!ng to answer questions about the 
computer in this way. We can do many 
interesting thlngs wlth kids and computers, lf 
we have wonderful teachers stand!ng by the 
compu ter . The lssue is what we do in the face of 
a !arge scale national pressure to distribute 
computers on mass. without teachers able to 
work wlth them. 

I think, nevertheless. our stance ought to be 
to try and use the wave of computers in 
educatlon which Is now underway. We should 
try to surf on It and get support for the 
development of prototyplcal examples whlch 
represent uses of the computer to enhance 
human capablllty for ref1ectlon. 

Q: Won't your ldea of ref1ectlon-in-actlon 
strengthen the role of the experts, leaving to 
much to them? 
Will it be possible to open up a discussion 
concemlng values with experts that clalm they 
have tacit knowledge, or that they reflect-in
action? 

A If I am understood as saying that people 
have a know!ng-ln-actlon which they don't 
know how to describe and that this is to be 
trusted as a "black box", then It provides that 
kind of argument. 

What I am asking for Is for the professlonal to 
try and make that knowing-in-actlon 
transparent. The relevant questlon is: What is 
the theory of action? What is the frame that 
underlles the judgement and the behavior that 
the professional is dellvering? 

In my own lnteractlons w!th professlonals, 
lawyers, accountants and doctors I have tried 
to help them make thelr knowing-in-actlon 
transparent. They often find it extremely 
threatening, not belng used to make their 
reasoning explicit, public and havlng to reflect 
on it. 

There is always the danger, as In all of our 
descriptions of that kind, that the descriptlons 
are mlstaken. not flttlng what we are actually 
dolng. A dlfferent kind of educatlon of such 
practit!oners would make them less threatened 
by the experience of discoverlng that their 
descrlptlons do not fit . 

I do not think the ldea of reflectlon-ln-actlon 
becomes a crutch for authoritarianism. as long 
as it is coupled with a demand that reasonlng 
be made explicit, publlc and subject to 
examination and test. 

Q: We live in a positlvistic clvil!zatlon, In 
posltlvist!c institutions. The institutions 
think through us. If you are saylng that you are 
dolng work at MIT that Is not positivistic. I 
would say that you are an idealist. What is your 
comment? 

A: MIT Is a cathedral of positivism , but it is not 
perfect. Not everyone follows the "dominant 
religion". 

When you say: "the Institutions th!nk 
through us", that statement Is In a sense true, 
but I think we h ave some freedom and 
responslbilities for how we chose to deflne our 
practice. 

One very concrete example: How are we going 
to deflne our research In relation to the people 
that we thlnk may be lts beneflclaries? Are we 
going to def!ne people exclusively as the 
subjects of the research that we do? Are we 
going to take the position that it will take a 
long time to build a theory adequate to apply to 
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the practlce of lawyers. nurses. teachers. etc 
and therefore not get our hands dirty. or will 
we take the position that there is opportunlty 
for a kind of mutuality between researchers 
and pract!Uoners in which we can "give them 
reason". I think we have the choice. 

What gives rne courage and optimism is the 
sense that there are people all over the world 
who are choosing to do so. Some of them are in 
this room. There is a movement in the 
professlonal schools around the world. People 
are confronting these questions and are 
maklng cholces about the kind of work they 
want to do. They are maklng cholces on how 
they want to treat the!r own lgnorance. the!r 
own uncertalnty and thelr relatlonship to 
their institution. To some exstent they are 
taklng steps to lnfluence the d!rectlon of thelr 
Institution. 

That Is why I dcfinc It as a struggle. The 
institution does not only think through us and 
our thlnklng Is not wholly clrcumscribed by 
the tnstitutlon. We have cholces. 
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Summary 

There Is a common-sense assumptlon 
underlying thls lecture. namely that a 
w!denlng gap ex!sts between the amount of 
information offered and the human capac!ty to 
receive, absorb and make use of it. A poss!ble 
overflow of Information in the future Is a 
threat to the formation and care of "true" 
lmowledge. In order to come to grips wlth th!s 
problem I will start out from theor!es about the 
post-!ndustrlal soc!ety, more prec!sely such 
theorles that focus on the dlfference between 
the !ndustrlal mode of product!on and the 
service mode. 

I then suggest how these theorles would apply 
to the !llus!ve "products" that are the key 
categones of th!s conference: data . 
information and knowledge that seem to relate 
In an !nterest!ng and non-trlvlal way to what 
economists have come to call services. 

Finally I will d!scuss two aspects of the gap 
between Information and human capac!ty. One 
has lo do with the level of noise, and the other 
with the fragmentation - or snippeting - of 
information. The social and cultural effects 
l!kely to occur if the theor!es of information 
expansion give basically correct pred!ctions, 
call not only for further research but for 
reevaluation of publ!c polic!es as well. 

A post-industrlal society? 

It seems necessary to prelude the discuss!on of 
the so-called information soc!ety of the future 
by a short account of the trans!tlon from an 
agricultural through an lndus trlal phase of 
development !nto some kind of post-industrlal 
future. The sequence ofphases becomes very 
precise in e. g. flgures for Sweden. (Figure 1). 
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Ftgure I . Development oj employment tn three 
major sectors (Swedtsh offictal stattstics) 

We focus on the relative !mportance, in terms 
of laber, of three sectors of production: 
agriculture. !ndustry and services and find 
that, over 100 years. there has been a gradual 
phasing out of agrlculture, from around 80 % of 
the labor force down to some 3-4 % as oftoday. 
At the same t!me the leve! of production h as 
increased by a !arge mult!ple. Land is being 
taken out of production - and still output is 
quant!tat!vely adequate for the feed!ng of the 
population. 

At the same time induslrlal work increases. 
up to the beglnnlng of the l 960:s. The years 
from 1890 to 1915 are usually regarded as the 
breakihrough period for Sweden as an 
!ndustnal s tate. From the beginn!ng or middle 
of the l 960:s. however, the relative share of 
lndustry begins to decrease. Work in the service 
sector has !ncreased steadily during lhe whole 
period. In part!cular in the period 1950 - 1970 
the service growth was h!gh and steady. In 
Sweden th!S is closely related to the expansion 
of the public sector, in particular education 
and various forms of care. It also coincides 
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with the opening of the Jabor market on a 
fatrly !arge scale lo women. 

One might beHeve that this pattem is 
particular to the "Swedish mode!'' or Ued lo the 
special economic hlstory of thls country. 
Comparative data from several countrles 
suggest. however, that the pattem observed has 
a much more general nature. The key seems to 
be the beginning of decline of employment in 
the industrial (secondary) sector. If counlrles 
are grouped in two calegories, those in whlch 
lndustrtal employment has started to go down. 
and those where it is still rising, it tums out 
that the richer (in terms of GNP) a country has 
become the more likely it is lo be in the post
transition/posl-industrtal phase. (Figure 2). 
The data all refer lo OECD countrtes and 
strongly suggest some "law-like" behavior (1). 
This direction has also been part and parce! of 
most utopian wrtungs on the post-induslrial 
society, although expressed in less technlcal 
terms. It has oflen been said that technology 
wlll liberate men from unnecessary toil. 
Agriculture and industry need not take up 
more than a small part of the time available to 
the cillzens. 

Presently, however. the shrinking volume of 
lndustrial work more often tums the altenllon 
the other way: stressing that labor-saving 
technology will force a lot of people out of 
work. In this case the ''vision" of a post
industrial future will degenerate into a dual 
soclety, where a majority might be employed 
full-time and enjoy the benefils of social 
security, while a (growing) minority has to put 
up with odd jobs, compensation payments and 
have to make put the best they can in a grey or 
black sector of the economy. 

From the diagram in flg 1 the expansion of 
the service sector looks like a very natura! 
(and relieving) future option. Rather than 
mass unemploymenl the conUnuation of the 
trends into a service soclety looks natura!. 
This would look even more promising to those 
who have e. g. the Swedlsh expertence of a fast 
and successful expansion of the pu bllc services 
in mind. 

A conventional wisdom puts it somewhat 
like this: After a country becomes 
industrialized, it is led along a development 
path that represents a general transltion away 
from material goods productlon and towards 
services. Productlvity gains in industry 
through labor-saving machinery allow the 
I arg er part of the labor force to go over into 
services. 

The service society option looks both 
promising and feasible, at least at a first 
glance. In fact it may be neither. 

The service cost dilemma. 

When a society becomes richer, in the direct 
and crude sense of lhe word, this has primarlly 
lo do with the growth of the material basis for 

llfe: food. housing, consumer goods. In short 
these products have the property to become all 
the more easily available over lime because of 
technical development. 

The other part of the economically reglstered 
production. services, has a difTerent relation to 
technical development. Baslcally a service 
provides somethlng dlrectly tied to the human 
hour : the "product" is human t!me in a rather 
stralghlforward sense. In an often quoted 
artlcle US economlst William J Baumol (2) 
asks us to think about a horn quintet playing a 
30 minutes long piece of music. That takes 2.5 
hours of human lime, rehearsals and other 
extras not counted. Any attempt to rationallze 
by playing 3% qulcker temp!, yearly, or 
sacking one player every 12:th year or so "is 
likely to be vlewed wlth concern by critlcs and 
audlences alike". The service of playing 
chamber music is not s ubject to the cumulative 
rlse in productivity so characteristic for 
industry. (There are other ways, however, of 
applylng industrial "progress" to music, which 
will be a part of my argument later.) 

What has now been said about the dilTerence 
over time between lndustrlal goods and 
services has, in splte of the strong 
simplificallon, a considerable value as 
explanation when it comes to predicting the 
fulure. (Figures 3,4.) 
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Ftgure 3. The deuelopment in principle oj prices: 
T=seruices. V=industrial gcxxls and I represents an 
index leuel. A and B are "in·between" whereas C !s lhe 
kind of product that enjoys a uery quick increase in 
productiuity. Curue D represents the 
" industrialization" of a service, to be diScussed later 
tn the text. 

Abstractly and generally stated. industrial 
goods tend to be less and less costly in terms of 
human time, and conversely human time 
embodied in services tends to get more and 
more expenslve in terms of goods (and of 
money). This effect Is rather marginal from 
one year to the next, but over a longer time it lS 
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quite shattertng: as a rough average one can use 
a doubling in the price relation over 20 years. 
For some products it goes much faster: a 
washing machine costs no more than 15 % of 
what it did 30 years ago. The tremendous 
cheapening of computers, communications 
equipment and consumer electronics is well 
known to all of us. 
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On the dynamlcs of services. 

Holding this dicholomy between services and 
industrial goods in rnind, several Jmportant 
observations can be made about the likely and 
possible developments of our societies. They 
modify and compllcate considerably both lhe 
optimistic and the pessimistic "industry 
futures" referred to above. as well as the 
servlce-society scenario. 

A first but very general hypothesis can be 
formulated. namely that "services" as products 
will fare worse and worse on the market, 
unless demand for them is completely price 
inelastic (wh!ch seems unllkely). Many of 
them will eventually be priced out of economic 
circulat!on altogether. Material commod!t!es 
will dominate the economy wh!le human
based seivices wlll be pushed back. 

Though this rather mechanical formulat!on 
of a post-industrial dilemma is interesting 
enough in itself. the analysis has lo 
incorporate the social and cullural 
manifestations of it. Clearly, behavioral 
science theories, such as Abraham Maslow·s 
well-known hierarchy of human needs. suggest 
that as the society becomes rlcher demand w!ll 
increasingly be directed at certain types of 

services. rather than towards industrial goods. 
This induces us to th!nk again about likely 
responses from the market. As seivices become 
more. and industrial goods less. expensive, 
then it is natura! that the economic actor tries 
to fill needs. related to the more expensive kind 
of productlon, instead (as far as possible) with 
what is less dear. This tllts demand rather 
from services toward goods! We ought to ask 
whether there exlst some escape routes from 
what Baumol (2) calls "cumulat!ve decay" and 
Burenstam Linder (3) perceives as "the 
decadence period for growth" 

Such escape routes do exist. One is the 
lnformallzatlon of services: such activities 
that do not survive on the market may 
reappear and even thrive in the unpaid part of 
the economy. This is possible because the priZe 
a person subjectlvely would set on his own tlme 
may be considerably lower in self-chosen 
act!vit!es than in paid work. A more flexible 
organizallon in Ume and space may also work 
in favour of informal solutions. 

Another interesling development is the 
movement towards a self- service economy. 
Such services that were earlier, at leasl in 
principle, ava!lable on the market (domestic 
assistance, washing, performances of theatre 
or music. simple repairs) can instead be 
performed in a self-service mode, in whlch lhe 
consumer puts in h!s/her own time but has the 
beneflt of industrtally produced tools (kitchen 
machines. washer. 1V and record-player. 
handtools and prefabricated replacement 
parts). This tendency is well documented by 
now and is very important for the future. It 
becomes amplif!ed by the fact that time 
available outside forma! work is also likely to 
increase. Tools and equipment for self-seivice 
act!vit!es have improved rapidly: the market is 
respond!ng to a strong economic interest on 
the part of the households. 

The two modes now discussed reflect the fact 
that the "service cost dilemma" (flgure 3) makes 
it more and more advantageous for households 
to perform services for themselves. Clearly. 
systems for taxation. social levies and 
transfers also contribute to the relative 
profitability: in the short run these also make 
it more appeallng to provide one·s own time 
rather than buying that of others. 

The third important "escape route" is the 
lndustriallzatlon of services. This means that 
products that have tradit!onally been closely 
t!ed to human time move into a more 
Jndustrial mode. opening the possib!lity of a 
cumulative increase in product!vity (see curve 
D in flg 3). Such examples thal come to mind 
are eating out places. office cleanlng, routine 
bank business - and all sorts of information 
supply. Since the latter po!nt deserves further 
attent!on I w!ll retum to the lndustriallzatlon 
of information later. 
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The information soclety? 

It is now time to approach the !deas about 
infom1at!on and the so-called information 
society more dlrectly. The post-industr!al 
development pattems discussed so far are 
based on a subdivision of paid work into three 
sectors: agriculture. industry and services. One 
can of course go on from there to identify 
information as a distinct category of services. 
But it tums out that information has such 
peculiar propertles that it is preferable to start 
with the classillcation from scratch. 

Marc Urt Porat. US economlst, published a 
study ten years ago, in which he trted to 
substantiate the popular claim that a lot of 
what we do is really creating and processlng 
information (4). He went through the economy 
of the United States with the alm to identify 
such economic activity that has to do 
prtmarily with information. as dislinguished 
from physical production, transport, care etc. 
Information is defined in a straight-forward 
manner: data that have been organized and are 
ready to be communicated. (There is no 
requiremenl that they have been received or 
understood; that is definitely another 
question!). If the economy is separated !nto 
two domalns, information and non
information, Porat is able to put figures on 
their respective volumes. 

Looking first at industry, one finds both 
inf onnation industry as such (!ncluding both 
hardware and software) and information 
aciivities in non-information industries. By 
adding these together. Porat finds that 46% of 
GNP is bound up in information activites. 
Counting instead labor time, and including 
such work that has to do primarily with 
symbols and information, he flnds that close 
to 50% of all those employed are "information 
workers" and that their incomes add up to 53% 
of all labor income. 

Porat·s definition is wide, and as 
"information workers" we find poets and 
telephone repairmen. teacher and designers, 
1V-reporters and postmen. But in this sense 
there is no doubt that we are already deep into 
an information society. To a very high degree. 
our paid work Is a question of creating, 
processing. sorting and distrtbuting 
information. 

It is also not dlfficult to show that the share 
taken up by information is growing and has 
been for some time. It would be too easy. 
however. to simply state that this expansion 
will continue. Almost certainly this will 
happen. in one way or another, but the more 
interest!ng quest!on is what kind of 
information society we can expect. 

Information - a kind of service? 

Some of the actlvitles in the information 
sector are also services in the sense used 

before: produced and offered as relat!vely 
"pure" human lime. This is true for education, 
the performing arts and other forms of culture. 
personal advice, bibliographlc work and many 
others. We can name these person-bound 
information services. 

The person-bound information services w!ll 
face great difficulties on the market. For them. 
the service cost dilemma will be felt very 
directly. Such services as personalized advice. 
chamber music and translation, will appear as 
more and more expensive and partly be pushed 
ofT the market, partly retreat into niches for 
the very rich. or for highly specialized 
functions. The continuous rise of the prize leve! 
would also choke the public service sector inlo 
stagnation or decline, putting an end to the 
devolpment of the modem European welfare 
state. 

Industrialization of information services. 

Butjust as for services in general a change of 
mode is possible. By industrlalizatlon one can 
mean applying any of the following ways of 
ratlonalization to the production process. 
singly or in combinat!on: 

(a) replace labor by mechan!zing or 
a utomating production 

(b) div!de and spec!alize functions in the work 
process 

(c) increase scale ofproductlon and/or size of 
series 

(d) increase scale of distribution. 

All these methods are of course used and 
applied in connection with information. as 
wcll as with other services. However. w!th a 
gradual change over lime in the production. 
even changes in the "product" must be observed. 
We need to recogn!ze some sort of l!mit beyond 
wh!ch the "service" could not poss!bly be called 
a service any more: when a self-d!agnosing kit. 
bought in the pharmacy, is supposed to replace 
the doctor, or a videotape a live opera 
performance. In these cases the service h as 
eventually become industrialized into a thing. 

Whether this Is good or bad or immaterial is a 
matter of personal and collective judgment. 
Psychological, cognltive and cultural aspects 
would have to be balanced against the possible 
advantages In cost. To illustrate by a few 
examples, I would imagine that bank 
withdrawal machines are considered an 
advantage by most, that we are highly 
ambivalent towards the video-culture and that 
finally most of us would prefer a live doctor to 
an expert system when we are 111. 

To sum up: large parts of information 
production have a lot in common with 
!ndustrial production of goods, in the sense 
that it can be technified and mass-produced. It 
enjoys at least the same cost advantages over 
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tlme as the most successful products of the 
industrial epoch. The technical advantages 
reside not so much in the productlon in the 
strictest sense. In order to create the text of a 
newspaper, the content of a 1V-program, a 
piece of computer software or simply a 
convincing concept, one still has to count on a 
rather fixed amount of human time, and often 
rather expensive such time. 

The potential for rationalization lies rather in 
formatting, packing and distribution. This 
results in a cost picture that is often more 
"industrial" than in classical industrial mass 
production itself. (Figure 5.) 

Cost/unit 

services (tradi.tioral) 

No. of units 

Figure 5. Cost per unltfor services, tndustrial goods 
and tnfonnation - in princlple. 

The fixed costs may be high, but then the cost 
per piece is very modest. (In parts of the 
economic literature this is taken to extremes 
and information is treated as a "free good", that 
can be distributed - and even sold - over and 
over again without being in any way depleted.) 

The industrial mode of information service 
productlon, in contrast to the person-bound 
mode, looks very promlsing from a technlcal 
and commercial viewpoint. Predlctions have 
been published that It would provide the push 
needed to get even industrial employment out 
of lts present down-slope (Flgure 1). give the 
sagging industrial economies a shot in the ann 
and perhaps create a new so-called Kondratieff 
wave (5). 

On this point I think that a !arge dose of 
sceptlcism Is warranted. The subsectors in 
question are not particularly !arge now, and 
existing predlctlons have to take into account 
the masslve potential for ratlonallzation and 
mass productlon which are the prerequlsltes 
for success on the markets. The net effects on 
employment may be positive but probably not 
very considerable, and have to be seen against 

the labor-saving potential of Information 
technology in offices and other places of work 
(6) 

From the technical and econom!c logic, 
however , we can predict that huge volumes of 
information production will be forthcoming. 
Many formerly personal services can be 
converted into the industrialized service mode, 
and hence enjoy the cost advantages of 
cumulative technical improvement. 
Infonnation-related goods and services may be 
provided at low prtces and win considerable 
markets. 

Economic progress - and cultural change. 

It is always dlfficult to judge t echnical change 
before it has happened. but in my view it is 
necessary to try. Fifty years ago some 90% of 
the messages received by an average grown 
person were personal. addressed to him and in 
most cases expecting an answer. Today some 
90% of what we receive is impersonal, mass
produced and mass-dlstributed. The tendency 
to lndustrializatlon of services is, inevitably. 
llnked to a degree of depersonalization when 
viewed from the standpoint of the user of the 
service. (Certain industries and organ!zatlons 
are certainly aware of thls and attempt a 
pseudo-personalizatlon in the form of direct 
mail and similar techniques.) 

A social process can look extremely different, 
when seen from the side of the consumer I 
client/user rather than that of the producer/ 
sender /vendor. The rest of these reflexions 
about the information society will take their 
starting-point in the users· and customer·s 
perspecUve. They focus on the effects on the 
culture rather than the economic and technical 
boundary conditions. 

Information and personal knowledge. 

The information environment in which all 
cultures and all politlcal systems will live Is 
assumed to be rlcher, or we should rather say 
denser, in the future than it is today. The 
technlcal condltlons for sending mass 
messages will be excellent and varled: all the 
way from mailed advertisements to satellite 
1V. Our daily llves will be more an d more fllled 
by information. 

But what happens to our knowledge, 
consciousness and culture in such an ever more 
dense information environment? The first and 
crucially important fact to note Is that we, as 
human beings, are essentlally the same. While 
the capacity for sendlng and transmitting 
information has increased 1000-fold and more 
through technological advance, we humans 
who supposedly are the recipients and 
beneficiartes of all this, are only as smart or 
clumsy as we have always been. Our 
!imitations, In the brain and the senses, are 
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biological constants over centuries. 
This simple truth can remind us that. as the 

technical possibilities expand. the advantages 
for society and the benefits in human terms 
may be very much dilferent from what is 
reflected in figures of "purely" technical 
progress. 

One elementary necessity is to distlnguish 
between information and knowledge. While 
the former may be appropriately described as 
data that have been organized and can be 
communicated, knowledge is something more. 
For something to qualify as knowledge it has 
to be in some degree processed, digested and 
intemallzed by a human recipient (student. 
listener, reader etc). In many countries, as in 
mine, the official school policy has for a long 
time put great emphasis on the fact that 
tumover of information in the growing 
industrial statc i vcry rapid. Knowlcdgc 
became de-emphasized. Attention is now 
coming back to knowledge: the competence to 
know how and where information can be 
aquired is after all only one part - and not the 
mest crucial one, in my view - of the process of 
gaining knowledge about the world. 

Information, signal and noise. 

The distinction between signal and nolse, is 
well known to technicians since Shannon and 
Weaver·s basic work on information theory in 
the 1940:s. It has not been widely used in the 
social or humanistlc sciences. I will follow a 
suggestion by professor Lars Gyllensten, 
physician. author and former Secretary of the 
Swedish Academy. who takes up the 
distinction between information and noise in 
an essay from 1975 (7). Referring to certain 
results in brain research he claims that "it is 
crucial to distinguish between the two kinds of 
sensory input: the passive noise and the 
actively perceived. sought and processed 
information". 

This leads, according to Gyllensten. to two 
kinds of problems. One is that considerable 
work must be put inte sorting, seeking. and 
selecting information in order to find that 
which is relevant. This is the stress of the 
prlvileged: those who are able to sort and who 
have a certain obligation to "keep informed" : 
to integrate !arge amounts of information inte 
their conceptual and symbolic pictures of the 
world. There are indicatlons that an over
supply of information forces a person to so 
much processing and administration that it 
affects negatively his or her efflciency in the 
real task to be performed. This is the common 
dilemma of journalists. scientlsts. politicians 
and managers. 

The other problem is somewhat the reverse: 
how shall people in general be motivated to 
sort out in a determined way real information. 
relevant for their own knowledge formation, 
from the !arge and noisy flow of data? Perhaps 

the motivation to take on the toilsome 
selectlon and assimilation is far too weak for 
many. Technical development and the 
structure of the information sector and media 
seem to support the tendency that information 
is being received in a half-hearted and 
uninformed way. It may become pseudo
information. noise masquerading as 
information. 

The information environment and 
"snippeting''. 

My last point is also related to the growing 
volume of information and the ways we have to 
transform it into meaningful knowledge: the 
pedagogical problem of the emergtng 
information society. 

Start by remembering the 1V news any day. 
In 30 mlnutcs or less wc arc thrown betwcen far 
away natura! disasters. a new drug. the death of 
a famous musician. a new savings scheme for 
lhe social sector - anda number of other things. 
In parcels of 1-4 minutes we shall be given the 
essentials of what has happened in the world. 
The result is snlppeting (a translation of the in 
Swedish term snuttifiering from snutt. 
meaning cut-off piece, fragment. short 
sequence of e.g. music). It is one of the mest 
common fom1s of blocking and destroying 
knowledge in our tirne. 

TV and lts news broadcasts is only one 
example of a phenomenon which in reallty has 
a much wider scope. lt's depth and 
disseminatlon are also not exclusively a 
function of the spread of communications 
technology. 

Snippeting means that information or 
"knowledge" appears in a number of relatively 
independent small parcels. modules, fragment, 
pieces. Examples abound. In the course systems 
of the unlversities modules covering 2,3 or 4 
weeks of study play a growing role. Often it is 
neither intended nor possible to establish some 
sort of didactic or lntellectual connection 
between them. The mass media·s distribution 
of news has already been mentioned. The 
growing flow of information from public 
authorities, even those most eager to lnform, 
comes to us in a patchy and snippeted form. 
Advertisements and other commercial 
messages are intended to induce us to buy, not 
to create coherent information. 

In the prlmary and secondary schools 
snippeting is well-known (although not always 
under that label). Increasingly one observes 
that textbooks and curricula display "an 
unorganized heap of details, whose inner 
connection mostly remains unclear" to quote a 
Swedish university professor. 

The mass media contribute through their 
structure to a snippeted attitude to knowledge. 
Many, including Neil Postman, professor of 
media ecology at New York University, argue 
that the compulsory school must regard it as 
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one of it's major tasks to counter the 
snippeting that Is spread through 1V to the 
chlldren. He is concemed not so much about 
the contents of the programs but the very 
structure lmposed on knowledge by the 
medium. Any compromlse wlth the 
pedagoglcal prlnciples of the 1V medium 
appear. from this perspectlve, as an 
abomlnatlon. Contextual understandlng, toll 
and text on paper should be the cultural 
mandate of the school (8). 

On the theoretical leve! there exlsts an 
important connection between snippetlng and 
the post-industrial dilemma described earlier. 
Technical development makes it easier and 
cheaper to distribute Information. But more 
basically, industrial progress leads to an 
increase in the economic value of time. This 
induces all parts of society to fil! the tlme 
available with more and more activity (9), 
including information actlvlty. Hence 
snlppeting In all Its fom1s can be regarded as 
an expression of an ambition to "cover" as 
much as possible in the time available. Mass 
medla, teachers. information officers, 
lecturers - they all try to use, as efficlently as 
possible, the time during which they can count 
on the audlence·s attention. In that way 
overvlew tends to be replaced by "orlentatlon", 
leaming by registration, and knowledge by 
Information. 

This might also lead to even worse cultural 
damage than superflciality. If !arge groups of 
people are continually fed information and 
lmpressions that are difficult or lmposslble to 
fit lnto a context, they might decide that the 
world is in fact incomprehensible. Reality 
does not form a meaningful whole, and there is 
really no point in trying to make it make sense 
elther. It seems to me that thls mlght lead to 
very serlous damage to the culture, and lead the 
way lead towards fascism or apathy, or both. 

This fact alone, would be a strong case for 
intensified research on knowledge and 
communication in the computer age. 
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Questions and Answers 

Q: Your po!nt or thesis is that we are the same 
as we used to be. Our biological capacitles to 
handle information are the same. We have not 
changed In these respects. I do not think that is 
true. It is true that biologically we are the 
same. but I do not know if it is true that we use 
our biology in the same way. We have done lots 
of things with our intellectual capacities, 
which have expanded our capacity to handle 
information. The move from an oral culture to 
a culture of wrtting is such a move that 
expanded our capacity to handle knowledge in 
a tremendous way and which has nothlng to do 
with our biology. 

You say that the amount of information Is so 
huge now we have to get it in snippets, and that 
there is a danger of us drowlng In those 
snippets. 

It seems to me as ifyou are saylng that 
educators should be called upon to shut out 
information from their students. That it is 
dangerous for the students to get too much 
information. Don't we have a moral obligation 
to keep informed of what is happening in 
world? 

A I think we are far beyond what is 
pedagogically and psychologically reasonable. 
You speak quite llghtly of us havlng a mental 
representation in which we can really fit in all 
the snippets. All the information about other 
planets, molecules and uprises in Kuala 
Lumpur or whatever. That is simply not true. 
This is why I try to argue for a di!Terent 
paradigm, a different framing of this problem 
of snippettlng. 

I can agree with you to some extent that for 
people like us it is a moral obligation to keep 
informed. We can cope with it. We have all 
these tools available. 

There is. however. still the question of 
mental representation. It is not just a problem 
of chunklng, it isa question of orderlng and 
structure. My argument although brief is that 
we are beyond the potnt of being able to handle 
all the snippets of information. For reasons 
that have nothlng to do with the volume of 
information and really nothing, or very little, 
to do with the structure of knowledge as it is 
given to us. I think in a way it is reasonable to 
shut out information. At least abandon the 
practice common to all teachers that on all 
levels down to the first grades push more and 
more, shorter and shorter pieces of 
information inta the curriculum. It is 
suboptimal. it is wrong and it does not produce 
the type of learning we want. It is immoral 
from the same standards that you say it is 
immoral not to know everything. 

Q: Who should hold. steer and control the 
networks of information? Is it the enterprizes. 
the banks, IBM or the librarians In the world 
who should steer this big network of 
Information? How about the pricing of the 
ware "information"? Will It have a very high 
price? Will anyone be able to buy it? What 
should the society look like? Do you have any 
comments? 

A Parts of this cuts into, I hope, the next 
lecture by my colleague Thomas Söderqvist. 

I think you picked up the rtght questions: 
Who is controlllng information? Is the state 
loosing out? Is the community of tntellectuals 
loosing out? Are we all "priced out" of the 
market? Is it correct that university professors 
should be compared on the market with chief 
engineers of !ndustiy? What types of economlc 
comparisons will be reasonable? Will it be 
reasonable to seal off certaln sectors and hold 
them outside the economic type of evaluation? 
Is that possible at all? 

It has been a hope that a social unit like the 
family will be sort of sealed off from the 
normal workings and loglcs of the market. It 
has not been very successful either. Sometimes 
one can be rather pessimistlc about who sets 
the standards. Some of the th!ngs I have 
showed make me sad. They make me willlng to 
join forces with professor We!Zenbaum in 
private reslstance. Hopefully even collective 
resistance but at least personal resistance. 

Do we have an information technology policy 
at all which takes the culture dimensions inta 
account. even the elementary ethical principles 
we have suggested? I think not. I think both 
research and practice are grossly technocratic 
and should not be . We all have to fight for that 
in contexts like this, and lf we can. on the open 
political arena. 
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The toplc for thls session Is the relation 
between knowledge and power In the 
information soclety. To be sure this Is not a 
much discussed toplc In the grow1ng literature 
on the information society. You can flnd hints 
to it In the literature here and there, but you 
will not be able to find any serious and 
compreh ensive treatments of it. Most people 
talk about the earthly paradlse lhat could be 
created by means of computerized 
communicatlon networks and automa tlzed 
production. And when they talk about the 
negative aspects of the Information society, 
they concentrate upon seemingly more 
substantial issues - such as problems of 
personal integrlty, structural unemployment, 
or the risk of looslng what has been called 
"tacit knowledge". So, people wrlte a lot about 
"know-that" and "know-h ow". But very Uttle on 
"know-pow". 

Before golng into the knowledge-power 
business. h owever , I would like to spend some 
Ume on the informa tion soclety ltself. What Is 
an Information society? What k1nd of an 
animal are we dealing with? And what does It 
mean to explain that animal? What Is the most 
fruitful scientific approach to the Information 
society? Should we look at the structural leve!. 
or at the leve! of indivlduals? The answers to 
these and related questions are not wlthout 
lmportance for our unders tanding of the topic 
of knowledge and power. 

As you have n oted, the notlon of an 
Information society has been wlth us for qulte 
a long time now, and It has been used In a 
number of mean1ngs. Some have used it as 
synonymous with a society dominated by 
(whatever that means) the use of computers for 
processlng of !arge amounts of data. Others 
have (quite rightly) pointed out that all 
societles, throughout all history, can be 
characterlzed as information societies on the 
plea that processing data about our natura! and 
social surroundings is the differentia specifica 
of human civillzation . 

Talking about an information society in the 
second and more extenslve sense makes the 
noUon somewhat meaningless. We might as 
well talk about human culture. Ta lk1ng about 
an information society in the flrst, restricted 
sense makes the notlon of an information 
sociely a lillle too fashionable to my taste: 
After all, computers can only speed up the kind 
of data process lng which was earlier dealt wlth 
by means of pen and paper. 

To solve this problem of definition I will 
draw your altentlon to the old wisdom known 
lo philosophers of science: that knowledge has 
logical prlorlty over data. They say that data 
can neither be stored, nor retrleved w!thout a 
knowledgeable human subject, who decides 
which data should be lnputted, and how the 
output data should be utllized. 

So knowledge Is the cruclal vartable to 
conslder here. To my best understandlng, we 

should substitute the notlon of a knowledge 
soclely for the nation of an Information 
soclety. 

Having made that definition we en counter a 
new problem. Is the animal concrete or 
abstract? Should the knowledge soclety be 
understood as a stage In the hlstory of 
mankind. or IS it justa theoretlcal construct? 

I have a lot of respect for those a uthors, such 
as Alvin Toffler. who h ave hazarded the vision 
of a new stage (for example a third wave) in 
human evolution. And I would be happy to 
spare same of my retirement years. thirly 
years from now. on re-reading history trylng to 
reconceptualize modem history as the rtse of a 
knowledge soclety. I even have same ideas how 
one should proceed. For example, I think one 
should start wlth the emergence of the 
unlversitles In the late Middle Ages, contlnue 
with the rise of prlnting and book d!Strlbutlon, 
and the rise of a centralized state 
adm1rus trat1on. population censuses. and end 
up with the establlshment ofmass educatlon 
and mass medla durtng the 19th and early 20th 
centurtes. In that histortcal perspectlve, whlch 
I thlnk Is th e only reasonable one. computers 
w!ll be referred to In a concludlng footnote, a 
!arge footnote. but still a footnote. So. 
parenthetically, I have just abandoned the 
nation of a computer age which this conference 
IS based upon. 

To make a histortcal lreatlse of this k1nd 
(which, by the way, is the task fora whole 
bunch of historians) would correspond to what 
two genera tions of post-war historians have 
been busy dolng when tracking the rtse of 
modem. capltalist, industrlal soclety. Wllh 
one lmportant exceptlon, however. Marxist 
historians have seen the key to society In the 
way people produced. The worker was the 
subject of history, either indlv!dually or as a 
collective, as a work1ng class. When wrttlng the 
history of the knowledge soclety we should 
lnstead see man as a reasoner. knowledge
produclng man as the subject of history. Man 
as creator of knowledge Institutions. 

When wrltlng hlstory the animal is a 
concrete one. But the whole enterprtse rests on 
another, Implicit understanding of what we 
might mean when talking about the knowledge 
soclety, namely an abstract, theoretlcal object. 
To contlnue compartng my approach wlth 
Manctsm mlght h elp to !lluminate thls polnt. 
Marxists wrlte history. they think of a "mode 
of productlon" as the theoretical construct by 
means of which they can pinpolnt the most 
essential features of a soclety. 'The mode of 
productlon" has no exlstence Ln lhe real world. 
It IS somewhat like the strtngs and balls of 
Newtonian physlcs. But the Manctsts also talk 
aboul a "social formation", which Is the real, 
exlstlng. complex soclely out there, e.g .. 
Sweden In the 1980's, somewhat like the real 
existlng apples and planets In the Newtonlan 
analogy. 
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Thus, we could distingulsh between the 
knowledge society in th e concrete, historical 
sense. corresponding to the Marxists' "social 
formation". an d the knowledge society as a 
theoretlcal construct. correspondlng to the 
Marxists' "m ode of productlon". A Califomlan 
historian. Marc Poster al the University of 
Califomia Irv!ne campus has. by the way. 
claimed the concept "mode of information" for 
the information society's correspondance to 
the "mode of prod uction". 

But I am not very happy about the concept of 
information. It is too amblguous. It can refer 
to objective, physical information. which 
gives too many associations to computers. and 
it can refer to something subjeclive. ''the 
knowing subject". Ido not like this ambigulty. 
I would prefer to use something else. "Mode of 
knowledge" sounds silly. Gemot Böhme has 
s uggested "the knowledge structure of soclcty". 

When talking about the knowledge soclety 
from now on I will talk about it in the abstract 
sense. That also means that the knowledge 
society is really a knowledge soclety. It only 
makes sense 1f we ignore all economlc, 
political, social role etc. categorles. That Is 
what I call a s ui generis (literally in its own 
making, or in lts own terms) analysls of the 
knowledge society. Of course, when talklng 
about the knowledge soclety in the concrete 
sense, as a socia l formation. we must. of 
course. conslder other varlables, such as 
economy, polltlcs etc. But that is another 
problem, which does n ot have to bother us here 
- remember the balls and strlngs of Newtonian 
physlcs. 

What I have sald so far (that the so called 
information soclety should be considered as a 
knowledge society. that It should be treated as 
a theoretlcal construct. and understood In its 
own making) is lmportant to bear in mind 
when we discuss the toplc of knowledge and 
power. The idea of knowledge class conflicts. 
knowledge stratiflcatlon etc. which I will 
retum to. rests upon this. Before getting there, 
however, I will s h ortly take up yet another 
problem, namely that of anchorlng a 
structu ral theory of the knowledge society in a 
theory of knowledgeable man. Homo 
cognitans. 

Those of u s who came to the unlversltles In 
the 1960's and 1970's were sociallzed into an 
explanatory framework that emphasized 
functional and structural explanations. 
Parsons's theory of social funcUon, with lts 
emphasls on norrnatlve structure. is one 
example. Marxism in all lts varietles. wlth its 
emphasls on explainlng events w!th reference 
to the "need of capital" etc. is another. And 1f 
we succeed in establishing a theory of "the 
knowledge structure of society'' that would be a 
third example. 

This is not the way things are explained in 
the natural sciences. h owever. Modem 

genetlcs. for example, eams lts success from 
trylng to find explanations for complex 
biological structures and functlons a l lhe 
molecular leve!. In the social sclences this 
approach has been called "methodologlcal 
individualism", not to be confused wllh ethlcal 
individualism. In the radical version of 
methodological individualism, slatements 
concernlng phen omena al the leve! of society 
are to be translated into s tatements about 
events conceming individual human belngs 
and their face-to-face lntentlonal lnteractlon. 

I think it would be frultful a lso to try to 
behave like methodologlcal individualists 
when we approach the problem of the 
knowledge society. That is. the emergence of 
knowledge and Information Ins titutions, the 
educatlonal systems. the research system. the 
publishlng world, the media etc. should not be 
explained with reference to their "interna! 
structure" or "fun ction In the knowledge 
society''. but with reference to the intentlonal 
actlons of knowledgeable human agents In 
face-to-face interactlons. 

Of course, this is not a new inventlon In the 
social sciences. This is what George Herbert 
Mead and the symbolic lnteractionlsts, and 
m ore radically, Alfred Schutz and the social 
phenomenologists. and Garfinkel and the 
ethnomethodologlsts have been claiming for 
decades n ow. The reason why I make the polnt 
here Is , of course, that so far we have seen no 
attempts towards this kind of explanatory 
strategy in the literature dealing with th e so 
called information society. 

Neither Mead, nor Schutz (but perhaps 
Garfinkel) knew about cogn!Uve science. lf they 
had known, 1 am s ure that they would have 
considered the findings of cognitive science. 
includlng cognitlve psychology. a most 
lnteresting attempt towards a methodologlcal 
individualist understandlng of the knowledge 
soclety. After all. cognltlve psychology and 
artlflcial lntelligence research have provlded 
us wlth a powerful explanatory framework for 
dealing wlth Homo cognitans. I say this wlth 
some hes itation, because I know, as well as you 
do, that cognltive science has severe 
limltatlons - it makes so many simplificatlons 
(for example. it excludes the whole a rea of 
emoUonality and the embodied character of 
human interactlon). that, like all sclentiflc 
theorles. It may be of limited use for a deeper 
understandlng ofwhat it means to be human. 
Nevertheless we can not escape cognltlve 
science - and we should try lo see how far we 
can use it in forrnulaling an explanatory 
programme for the study of the so call 
information society. a lias knowledge soclety. 

So far I have trled to define the so called 
information soclety. and I have offered two 
possible explanatory s trategles by means of 
which we can approach it - a structurallst and a 
reducUonist. Now I am ready to go lnto the 
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main toplc of this session, that Is knowledge 
and power. the "know-how" problem. 

Already Francls Bacon claimed that 
knowledge is power. But what do we mean by 
that? There are many definitions of power - I 
want to stick to the one that sees power as a 
relation, In whlch one party. wlllingly or 
unwlllingly restricts the other party's ability 
lo act. Action is a wide concept. It can mean 
physical action , it can mean economic action, 
political action etc. Correspondingly we can 
talk about physical power (violence), economic 
power, politlcal power etc. 

Is knowledge also action? Usually we think 
of knowledge as a store of concepts. hypotheses 
and theortes about the world. Knowledge is 
stored in books and in heads. But we can also 
think of knowledge in a way similar to the way 
modern linguists think of language. After 
Austin and Searle It has become common 
wisdom among lingulsts to recognize speech
acts. To speak Is to act. 

Similarly knowledge Is action. Of course, 
already the Amertcan pragmatlsts knew that. 
And phenomenologlcal philosophers. such as 
Husserl. took the existence of acts of 
consciousness. such as acts of perception. acts 
of memory, acts of fantasy etc .. as the 
foundatlon for thelr philosophy of 
intentlonality. 

But if knowledge is action, It Is also power. 
Let's conslder two actors, A and B. For some 
reason. e.g. better educatlon (forma! or 
informal), A lS better able than B to 
conceptuallze not only hls own sensations. but 
also the sensations of B. Stein Bråten of the 
Universlty of Oslo has trted to understand 
relations of thls kind in cognlt!ve 
psychologlcal and cybernetlc terms. He starts 
to assume that two actors can have what he 
calls different model strength. When they 
lnteract In an open information exchange 
system, the actor with the high er mode! 
strength wlll increase his mode! strength at the 
model-weak actor's expense. Thls Is the 
cogniUve counterpart to the Matthew-effect: 
"Unto everyone that hath shall be given, and he 
shall h ave abundance: but from hlm that hath 
not shall be taken away even that whlch he 
hath" (Matthew 25:29). 

Slmilarly, famlly theraplsts have given a lot 
of terrifylng examples of what happens when 
one member of the family conceptuallzes, 
interprets, theorlzes about another member of 
the famlly. Those of you who saw the movie 
"Famlly Life" in the early 1970's know how the 
mother set the stage and defined her daughter's 
reality, including the most intlmate details. As 
a result the daughter "disappeared", so to say, 
as a person. 

Family terror is a nasty example. But com
municatlon sclentlsts can give ample support 
to the general plcture. In the Department of 
Communlcatlon at thls unlverslty they study 
powerful communlcatlon In courtrooms. They 

see power in courtroom dlalogue as the control 
of a major part of the terrltory that Is to be 
shared by the parties. Thls Is done, for 
example. by the sheer amount of speech: he 
who dominates Is the one who talks the most. 
Or by what they call toplcal dominance: the 
powerful party determines what toplcs should 
be treated. A thlrd way of exercislng control Is 
when someone manages to dlrect and control 
the other party's actions by asking questions. 

The kind of emplrical work being done on 
thls problem here In Linköping by Per Linell 
and Karin Aronsson and thelr students could. 
in my opinion, serve as a paradigm for future 
research. What Is most fruitful is that they Jean 
heavlly on the ethnomethodological tradition 
of analyzing situated language action - I 
referred to that a few minutes ago. It is fruitful, 
In my opinion, because ethnomethodologlsts 
ha ve understood that the problem of power In 
conversatlons must be analyzed according to 
the sui generis (in lts own making) crlterlon 
which I discussed earlier. Conventional 
sociolingulstlc studies of language and power 
belleve that dlscourse power derives from 
power statuses acqulred outside conversatlon 
(e.g. economlc power, or polllical power) and 
drawn lnto the conversation as a resource. 
John Herltage, in his extraordinary lucid 
account of ethnomethodology. polnts out that 
this is an unnecessary stlpulatlon. 
Summarlzing a number of conversation 
analyses he says: "It Is through the speclflc, 
detalled and local design of tums and 
sequences /in a conversation/ that 
'institutlonal' contexts /for example. power/ 
are observably and reportably - e.g. 
accountably - brought !nto b eing". And he 
contlnues: "Notwithstandlng the panoply and 
power of place and role, It Is withln the local 
sequences of talk and only there, that these 
institutions /for example, the institution of 
power I are ultimate ly and accountably talked 
inlo being" (Herltage 1984:p290). 

I have spent some tlrne on thls, because I find 
it very lmportant as a programmatlc 
statement. But once we have embarked upon an 
empirical analysls of locally designed power 
relations, we are faced with a problem whlch 
the ethnos have not been able to solve so far. 
namely the problem of the relation between 
mlcrostudies of conversatlons and 
descrlptlons of society. Il's nlce that we have 
achleved a methodology for studying 
knowledge-power relations in courtroom 
settings. In classrooms. in television 
broadcasts, al political meetlngs. in man
machlne interaction etc. But how do we come 
from there to the power structure of the 
knowledge society? And what do I mean by the 
power structure of the knowledge society? 
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productlon. He identlfied these productlon 
relations as the relation between the 
bourgeoisie (lhe capitalists) and the wage 
eamers. that is, lhe two major classes of 
capitalism. Economic power in capitalism 
equals the power of the bourgeois class. 
Although this analysis may have been valid 50 
years ago, I don't believe it is today. But I 
belleve that the general form of his class 
analysis is still valid. So. we can discem a 
corresponding set of class relations ln the 
knowledge society (ln the "mode of 
information" as Marc Poster would have It)? 

In fact. several attempts have been made to 
understand the relation between knowledge 
classes. the "knows" and the "know-nots" as an 
Arnerican anarchist. Max Nomad, called them 
in the 1930's. There Is a long tradition for 
seelng intellectuals and the lntelligentsia as a 
"new knowledge class". There are many way~ 
of conceptualizlng this class relation: 
Helmuth Schelsky talk.ed about the 
antagonism between "die Intellektuellen und 
die Anderen". Alvin Gouldner tried to describe 
the lntellectual class as sharing a culture of 
critical discourse and modelled the class 
relation on Basll Bemsteins dlstinctions 
between elaborated and restricted language 
codes. In our recent volume titled 
"Intellectuals. Unlverslties and the State in 
Contemporary Western Societies" we have 
tried to give a comprehensive picture of the 
research done in this field. 

I will not go lnlo detail on the issue of the 
new class (for example, the theory of the new 
class is amblguous. because most contributors 
of the fleld confuse lntellectuals as a pure 
knowledge class with their associated 
economic and politlcal privileges). I will only 
conclude that. so far we have not been able to 
formulate any conslstent theory that can 
bridge the account of knowledge-power on the 
leve! of society (for example. a theory of 
intellectualsl. and accounts of knowledge
power on the level of face-to-face 
conversation. for example. courtroom 
conversaUon. I think that many of those who 
work In thls field would agree with me that 
belng able to bridge these two levels of 
descripUon is a most pressing research 
problem - and lf we could formulate such a 
theoretical bridge. it would be a great step 
forward to a unlfled understanding of the 
knowledge soclety. 

Having come so far in my lecture I might 
stop. But I would nevertheless like to make a 
few concludlng remarks on the problem of 
reflexivity. Imagine that it would be possible 
to establlsh a loglcally conslstent and 
emplrlcally well-founded theory of 
knowledge-power! Imagtne that this theory 
becomes as popular as Marxist theory was In 
the early 20th century! Would that be counted 
as a step towards emancipation from the 
knowledge-power regtme? Or would the 

attempt to establish such a theory only 
strengthen the exlstlng power pattern of the 
knowledge soclety? 

Surely, people have done some serlous 
thinking about this problem. Michel Foucault, 
who invenled his intellectual energy in 
examJnlng. through historical case studies. 
how the knowledge-power regtme has colonized 
larger and larger spheres ofhuman conduct 
(the prison system. the history of sexuality etc) 
was very much concerned not to establish a 
theory of power, because that would, in his 
vlew, be a contribution to lhe objectification of 
man. Members of lhe Frankfurter School, such 
as Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer. were 
al so aware of the dark side of the 
Enlightenment. although. in contrast to 
Foucault, they put their faith In a Self
Enlightenment. that Is. a rational discourse 
lhal Is able lo cast l!ght upon lts own 
domlnance function. 

My own poslUon on thls problem is not fully 
developed. As you may have realized I don't 
b elieve that lnstitutionaliZed schooling. 
educaUon or research can lead to an 
emanicipation from the power of knowledge -
they are institutions for the maintenance of 
the knowledge-power regtme. On the other 
hand, I don't believe in a Pol Pot'ian crushing 
of intellectuals and thelr knowledge centres 
eilher. 

One avenue of action would be to support 
alternative forms of knowledge and education. 
modelled on. for example, Summerhill or 
Montessori principles. But alternative 
knowledge centres will probably remaln 
marginal. I think the strategtc problem for the 
reslslance against the knowledge-power regtme 
Is how to expose the essence of intellectual 
power - the idea of objective knowledge. Do not 
misunderstand me. the illusion of objective 
knowledge Is a wonderful, and quite useful 
illusion. We can Jean upon it for inventing n ew 
species by gene spllcing. and for splitting the 
atom. I thlnk that the idea of objective 
knowledge Is one of the most beaut!ful 
constructs of lhe Western civiliZation. At the 
same ttme. however. it is exactly this construct. 
or illusion as I prefer lo call lt. which becomes 
efTeclual when knowledge becomes powerful 
action. 

There are communitles where knowledge 
power is powerful. but where all the members of 
the community have approximately the same 
capaclty for domlnating each other. they 
balance each other. These are the communlties 
that Alvin Gouldner called "cultures of crit!cal 
dlscourse". i.e. the communities of the different 
scientlfic specialists, the communities of 
authors. physicians. journalists. men of law. 
etc. What constitutes these communlties Is. 
among other lhings. that they all know how 
their knowledge is in facl produced. All 
molecular blologists know these small tricks 
one has to use for produclng knowledge claims 
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out of columns of flgures and excerpts from 
sclentiflc articles of thelr colleagues. All 
physlclans know how tentaUve a medical 
dlagnosls is, and they all know the taclt rules 
you must go by. All journalists know how to 
plece together fragments of interviews with 
intemational news agency telegrams to create 
a good story. 

Ordinary people do not know that. They 
belleve that men and women of science 
somehow "detect" molecules and stars out 
there. and thatjournalists report on "what is". 
Once agaln I want to draw on the findtngs of 
ethnomethodology. Because what the ethnos 
have shown, very convincingly I believe. in 
thelr so called "laboratory studies" (and I am 
thlnk!ng of Latour's and Woolgar's. Knorr
Cetlna's, Eric Livingstone's and others. 
includtng Garfmkel's own works) - what they 
have shown Is that objective, raUonal. forma!, 
and l.mpersonal knowledge, Is somethlng that 
Is produced and grounded In a local . 
conUngent and hlstortcal settlng. 

Once people understand that what all these 
kinds of lntellectuals refer to as objective 
lmowledge is nothlng but human constructs, 
the knowledge-power regime will crumble. If 
we were able to demonstrate, on a !arge scale, 
that knowledge has a human, subjectlve origln, 
I thlnk that we would be able to dismount the 
powerbase. 

So I think that the ethnos, together with 
different brands of constructivlst thlnkers. are 
on the right track. I have only one, but very 
important point of crtticism to make. It has lo 
do wlth the fact that they are convlnced 
Certeslans, and that they believe that man. 
when h e produces objective knowledge. Is a 
rational betng only. So what I miss In the 
ethnos' and the constructivlsts' deconstructlon 
of objecUvity Is an understanding of the 
emotional and embodled character of 
knowledge production. I would rather like to 
see them taklng a Pascalian standpolnt. 

What do I mean by that? I will not go into 
detail. My Ume Is gone. But I usually end my 
lectures nowadays with some muslc - and for 
all you ethnos here today - there are at least a 
handful ofyou gathered here - I have chosen to 
play an excerpt from Laurie Anderson's 
soundtrack "Late Show" to show what I mean 
with a Pascalian standpolnt. It's Laurle herself 
on the keyboards. and lt's William Burroughs 
who has supplied the voice: 

"Listen, listen, listen ... listen to your 
heartbeat". 

Reference: 

J ohn Herltage. Garfinkel and 
ethnomethodology, Polity Press 1984 
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Questions and Answers 

Q:What you have said is essentiaJly a "reclpe" 
for how to take on the Information society. 
Included in this general "recipe" is a number of 
methodological ··recipes". 

My commentary cancerns how you brush 
computers aside. You said that computers will 
only be afforded a footnote in the story about 
the knowledge structure of society. One of the 
arguments you offer is that computers only 
affect the speed in knowledge productlon. the 
speed of procedures that was fonnerly done by 
pen and pencil. 

I think, however, that this is not exacUy true 
to your "recipe" of studying the knowledge 
structure of society in analogy with the 
Marxist concept of "mode of productlon". It 
seems to me that computers have something 
important to do with the forces of knowledge 
productlon. Computers are the instruments of 
detection and computatlon. Marxists stress 
h eavily that the forces of instruments of 
productlon are of extreme lmportance in un
derstanding what a "mode of productlon" Is 
and where it goes. The enonnous, physlcal 
opportunitles for increasing detectlon 
capacity, computation and access systems to 
knowledge seems to me to be of great 
importance, so within your framework of a 
knowledge structure of society, computers 
should be important. 

A: What I think is important Is the problem of 
where computers fit in. Should computers be 
put into focus? 

I would like to decenter computers. take them 
out of the plcture. I am afraid that too narrow a 
focus on computers as tools, sets aslde what I 
think to be the more baslc kind of questions. 
Questions like: how we can conceptualize 
knowledge relations between people, how we 
can conceptualize these as power relations and 
what remedles there are agalnst these kinds of 
relations? After having found a way of deallng 
wlth those questions. I think we can put the 
computers back lnto the plcture again. 

In a way I think you give me rtght. I sald that 
computers just speed up what was roade by pen 
and pencil. You used the words increas!ng 
access to data bases, !ncreaslng computation -
but what Is that lf not computers speeding up 
what was fonnerly done by pen and paper. I 
think the problem is whether we consider 
computers as something qualitatively new, 
adding to knowledge relations and knowledge 
structures of soclety. or whether they are 
adding quantltatlvely to something else, 
perhaps more important to understand before 
we look at computers. That is my baslc 
argument for why I want to brush computers 
aslde, why I do not want take them as the 

central focus of my discussion. 
It does not mean that they are not important. 

They are very important for our llves. but they 
are not that in1portant in our explanation of 
what is going on. 

Q: You campare your approach with Marxism, 
but Marx had the task, not only to analyze the 
society, but also to change the society. My 
question then Is: which interests are the new 
class defending, which !nterests should the 
dominated class achieve and what are their 
interests in this struggle? 

A: What I think is on stake is the privilege of 
def!ning the world, the privilege of saying: 
What is the agenda? The privilege of saying: 
What is out there? What is in here? The 
privilege of having access to the frames. the 
schemes. the metaphors, the theories. the 
concepts. dlfferent kinds of knowledge etc. To 
structure the world for ofuers through different 
information channels like video. television. 
newspaper articles. conferences or books. I 
thlnk that is on stake. It is not economic or 
polltlcal privileges. slmply the privilege of 
being able to define the world. 

But there are problems, not everyone can tell 
what the world should look like or what should 
be done about It. I think the only way towards a 
solution is to show how the reclpes, metaphors. 
concepts, theories, etc are situated in the local 
contingent historical production of those 
people who bring them forth. 

Q: You sald something about knowledge power 
which made it soundjust like physical power. 
It was as lf th ere were no connectlons to 
political power, economic power etc. Does not 
this power have an instltutional base? If it 
does, is that base not to a !arge extent a 
politlcal base? Who are the people wlth 
knowledge power in our society if not the ones 
that by political or economic powers are 
lnvested with knowledge power? 

A That Is a good questlon. To my best 
knowledge what we call economic power, legal 
power or political power can be reduced to 
either what I caJI knowledge power or physical 
power. These are the two basic fanns of action 
that restrict other people's actlons. From these 
two bases we can derive both hlstorically and 
institutionally what has been known as 
economic power, legal power etc. 

Let me take polit!cal power as an example 
Politlcal power rests to a !arge extent on the 
polltician's or the leader's ability to getting 
believers around him. He has to act in a way 
that make people f!nd his statements belng 
true. Thls kind of power is based on a relation 
between somebody who says how th!ngs are 
and somebody who belleves that these thlngs 
are true or morally right. 
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There is a discussion whether econom!c 
powet or politlcal power exist in ilself as an 
independent concept. I do not believe that is 
true. In the end, I think, these concepts can all 
be reduced to or understood in terms of eilher 
physical power or what I have here called 
knowledge power. 

Q: I am a little uneasy about the 
methodological individualism or 
reductionism that you propose. You argue that 
the best way to tackle the idea of the knowledge 
society is to start on the microlevel in the 
general attitude of methodological 
individualism and to somehow bridge the gap 
and arrive at a macro-theory of the knowledge 
structure on a society leve!. I am not sure if this 
is possible and whether it is a good recipe to be 
a consistent methodological individualist. 

Instead of reduct!onism or methodological 
individualism I would rather propose same 
kind of methodolog!cal pluralism. A plural!sm 
where we switch from the collect!vistlc sland 
to the individualistlc stand in relation to what 
we are focusing on - be it the emergence, the 
actual production, or the use or reproduct!on of 
knowledge. 

A Maybe I was not toa clear on this point. Your 
idea of a kind of pluralistlc attitude would be 
my choice, toa. The problem is how to balance 
a more structuralistlc or collectivistlc 
approach w!th a more !ndividual!stic 
approach and make them fruitful towards each 
other. One would need to flnd bridges, bu!ld 
bridge concepts and bridge theories between an 
extreme ind!vidualistic approach and a more 
traditlonal structural or functional approach. 
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I think that from the very beginning, which Is 
to say thirty years ago, we in the Western 
soclety have vastly exaggerated the !mportance 
of the computer. I also think we do so now. You 
probably wonder how anyone can say that the 
computer is not as lmportant as we thlnk. 

Let me show you what I mean by uslng as an 
analogy the steam engine. We know that the 
steam englne, and here I am using a short
hand, that the steam engine caused the 
industrlal revolution. We also know that the 
industrial revolution really did make an 
enormous difference and revolutionalized the 
world. It certalnly was not true; say a hundred 
years ago, that there was a large cry in the 
society. even among the educated, that 
children had better study thermodynamlcs 
because of the lmportance of the steam engtne. 

Let me give you another example. A hundred 
years ago it became possible to send a telegram 
from anywhere to anywhere else In the Unlted 
States. I can easily imagine that someone, 
with somejustice perhaps, might have stood up 
and said: 'This is a r evolutionary 
development. We are enter!ng a new age - it is 
the communication age. The telegraph is really 
going to change our society. The abllity to 
communicate more or less lnstantly wlll 
change our soclety in very lmportant ways. Our 
children are go!ng to live and work in a very 
different world than the one that we adults 
experience. Therefore everybody have better 
learn Morse code". 

I th!nk that iS where we are today wlth 
respect to computer languages. 

That is the sense in whlch I think that the 
computer is not all that important. On the 
other hand, and that h as to be said too, the 
computer is of crucial importance in certaln 
respects. For example as a melaphor. Until the 
computer came along the Newtonian 
metaphor, the mechanical metaphor 
domlnated. Many people including physiclsts 
did not think that they understood a certain 
phenomenon unless they could !magine it in 
somehow a mechanical analogue, with rods, 
gears and pistens. 

Now the ldea of the computer has taken over. 
It has become the dominant metaphor. One can 
see the computer enter!ng our daily Ianguage. 
Another example of how important the 
computer metaphor iS, is that it is chlefly 
responslble for breaking the !ron hold that 
behavlourlsm had on Amerlcan academic 
psychology until around 1955. The computer 
has brought along another way of thinking 
about thinking that hasa much more 
explanatory power and is much rlcher than 
behaviourlsm. 

There iS a lot of talk about the computer age, 
the information age and the information 
soclety etc. That is exaggerated too, I thlnk. 

There is a population, a group of scientists, 
perhaps I should say academics, who really 
believe in the computer age. Who in a certain 
sense really believe in the computer. 

I am conscious of the remark that there is no 
such thing as the computer. However, there iS 
also no such thlng as the monollthic 
communlst conspiracy to conquer the world. 
Nevertheless, the monolithlc communist 
consplracy to conquer the world, although it 
does not exlst, dominates Amerlcan politics 
and has done so fora very long tlme. In other 
words, It does not matter whether the thing 
actually exlsts or not. Indeed there are many 
people who make a very good living on keeping 
the monolithlc communist conspiracy allve. 
I think the same thing is true about the 
computer. There are lots of people who make a 
good !tving keeping the ldea of the computer 
alive. 

1 am talking partlcularly of the artificlal 
lntelligence community. They apparently have 
come to bel!eve that they have won. In a 
certaln sense I thlnk that they have. They are 
celebrat!ng thelr vlctory in books like 'The 
Fifth Generation" by Edward A. Feigenbaum 
and Pamela McCorduck. A statement appears 
nearly in the beglnn!ng of that book that is 
very relevant to what we are talking about 
here. That s tatement is 'The essential thing 
about the computer is that It produces 
knowledge". Later It says that "in the near 
future the computer will be the ma!n source of 
knowledge and even wlsdom in the sociely". 
I find those statements astonishing. For a 
professional computer sclentist to say that is 
approxlmately equivalent to a professional 
physicist saying that an atomic energy plant 
produces energy. Of course it does not do that. 
What it does is to transform one form of energy 
into another form of energy. and a computer 
transforms bit strings. In any case, there is an 
enorrnous momentum that has been started by 
perhaps a rather small group of people. 

Data and information 

It seems to me, and I th!nk that other schalars 
have sald the same th!ng, that data becomes 
information in the light of a hypothesis. 

Lets take the New York telephone directory. 
It is full of names, telephone numbers and 
addresses. It is full of data. That data becomes 
information in the light of a hypothesls. 
Suppose, for example, that I conjecture that 
Armenians tend to live near one anoth er. They 
gather together in a clan. I can use the N Y 
telephone directory with the knowledge that 
Armenian names a lmost always end with 
"ian". Saxinian for example. I can go through 
the telephone dlrectory, perhaps best with a 
computer and make a list of all the addresses 
ofpeople whose last names end wlth -Ian. I can 
then go through that list and see whether my 
hypothesis was rlght. What this m eans is that 
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the kind of transformation of data that goes on 
in order to make information out of it 
presupposes resident knowledge. 1 have lo 
know something in order lo be able to do that. 
The question that I am puttlng forward lo the 
data Is like a hypothesis. The question itself 
very often reveals just how much I already 
know. That makes the ldea ofknowledge 
stored In computers somewhat problemallcal. 
I do not suggest that it is an lmpossible 
concept. Not at all. Knowledge Is stored in 
computers ln a form of programs and 
fragments of programs and sometlrnes even in 
the form of hardware. 

The point that I want lo pull out of this is that 
the way knowledge is put lnto a computer 
clearly reflects someone's hypothesls. It is not 
simply piled up in there. The polnt is that the 
user. the ultimate interpreter of that what we 
now call output is in a relationship with the 
people who put knowledge !nto the computer. 

One of the thlngs that happens wlth the 
organizallon of knowledge ln computers Is 
that the organization itself, that Is the whole 
system. very rapidly becomes 
incomprehensible. I do not say "not 
comprehended". I make the much stronger 
statement that such systems are 
incomprehenslble. No amount of effort now 
can make them comprehenslble. In part, thls 
Is because a !arge scale organtzation's data. 
information and knowledge is a funct!on of lts 
hlstory, and lt's history gets !os t in the very act 
of its construction. 

Reproductlon of digital information 

Another propert)• of these systems of 
conslderable importance is that they may be 
copled. One can also make cop!es of the copies. 
When copying, say a cassette tape of a plece of 
music, it degenerates sllghtly with each 
copying until finally it can not be heard at all. 
The reproduction of digital information is 
absolute. In a certaln sense it makes that 
organJzatlon immortal. Let me clarify what I 
mean. 

I can take a computer that I might have 
obtained years ago and at some point take out 
one of lts memory boards and replace it with 
something else. Somethlng dlgitally 
equivalent to what I started wlth. I have now 
changed the computer, but. in terms of lts 
digital descrtption, I have not changed il at all. 
I can lake out another board, perhaps in thls 
case something that does not particularly have 
to do wlth storage and change it wlth a 
dlgltally equlvalent board. After half a year it 
Is posslble that there remalns no remnant of 
the original computer at all. I have replaced 
everything but functlonally it is still exactly 
the same computer. that is, lts input - output 
behavlor has not changed at all. It still has the 
same, exactly the same loglcal description. I 

can build another computer on the basis of 
that description that will then be logically 
ldenlical to the original. It w!ll not have 
deteriorated in the copylng. Digital 
lmformation is lnflnltely copyable without 
deterloration. 

Today we are digilalizing communication. 
That means, for example. that I can speak lnto 
a telephone and the other person hears me not 
in terms of analogue waves that go up and 
down to reflect the tone of my voice, but In 
terms of numbers. In terms of a whole string of 
zeros and ones whlch represent, let me say, the 
presence and absence of pulses. A compact disc 
Is such a recording of music. So when you have 
a compact disc, of say Mahler's second 
symphony; that muslc on the disc, Isa number. 
It Is a number of zeros and ones and It is very, 
very long. If you copy that number exactly then 
you will get another pe1-fect reproduction uf 
what's on the first dlsc. Wlthout any 
deterioration. There Is a kind of deathlessness 
and immortality about that that I thlnk wlll 
have some effects. 

Quantazatlon 

The computer tempts us to engage in 
quantazation. QuantazaUon Is not the same as 
quantiflcation. Quantazatlon is making little 
quanta of things, little packages of thlngs. In 
the computer age and in the information 
soclety Information Is parceled out to us in 
llttle packages. In the TV news, for example. 
thlngs comes at you for thlrty seconds. 
Perhaps you get the news of an aircrash 
somewhere and durJng the next thirty seconds. 
lf in the United States. you might very well 
have a commerclal advertlsing soap. The next 
thirty seconds you are llkely to have a detailed 
eiq>lanation of what Gorbatjov said yesterday. 
These things come at you In little quanta. But 
these quanta are absolutely unrelated to one 
another. 

I think what has happened and is happening, 
is that we are gettlng lnto the habil of 
quantaslzing in the social realm as well. We 
tend to not think of people belng 
lndls llngutshable for one another or one 
person being doser to another person than any 
other. 

We wltness an ongoing quantazation and an 
lncreaslng abstractness of everyday llfe. 

Simulation 

In our schools children see simulations of 
physical events. I am thlnking of a partlcular 
experiment that I saw In whlch the behaviour 
of a wire was belng sJmulated. An English 
physlclst named Hook who discovered what ts 
now called Hook's law, whlch says that, if you 
puta weight on a wire the wire will stretch a 
llttle bit. If you put the same slze welght on 
agaln, the wire will s tretch just as much as It 
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did before up to a certain polnt beyond which it 
stretches more than it did before. In other 
words the stretching of the wire. lts elasticity, 
is not linear. That is Hook's law. 

What I saw was a simulation of this. The 
children watched a big screen showing a wire 
and a tray of weights. One welght after another 
was hooked onto the wire and we could see it 
stretch a llttle bit each lime.In the comer of 
the screen a graph was being developed which 
showed wlth each unit weight how much the 
wire stretched. The graph developed as a 
stra!ght llne. But after a while. it started 
curving up. That was when the unllnearily 
came In. 

Al same polnt a child in the class said that he 
did not understand. The teacher's response was 
to start the simulation over agaln. The 
simulation showed exactly the same thlng but 
al the polnt at which the child became 
confused, the simulation was stopped. Then 
something could be explained. 

Two things about that are vital to what I am 
ll)ing to say here. One is that In that 
classroom, or certainly in the school building 
one could have found a wire. a hook and same 
weights. Why simulate this experiment when. 
in fact. It can be done in reality. Secondly. 
when the experiment was repeated. It came out 
the second time exactly as it did the flrst lime. 
Nature Is not like that. If. in a hlgh school 
chemistry class you ask the chlldren to do an 
experiment and wrlte a report and lf they all 
come in with reports corresponding exactly to 
the theory. then you know none of them has 
performed the experiment. Nature just Is not 
like that. I think that there Is an idealizallon 
going on. an abstraction that has 
consequences. Chlldren in fact do not leam 
reality from this. 

Terminology and credos 

Let me now talk a llttle bit about redefin!tion 
ofterms. 

Life and living: Sherry Turkle tens us that 
children think about it differently now than 
they did before. They have a new standard of 
comparison. perhaps. 

Thought and thinking: The artif!cial 
intelligentsia tells us that there is no aspect of 
human thought or of human thinking whlch is 
not subject lo computability. 

The terms of audience, image and reality 
virtally drives our foreign policy in the USA. If 
lhe President does or does not do something it 
is discussed in terms of what message he wants 
to send. to whal audience and what It does to 
bis image. 

The connecUon between lying and 
computalion Is terribly important. The 
computer Is sald to contaln knowledge and 
consequently, what one finds out from the 
computer Is true and dependable. It tums out 

that It Is very easy to put Information Inta the 
computer. not stuff that Is not true. but stuff 
that wlll compute to somethlng . which tums 
out not lo be true. 

The brain and the computer: One of my 
colleagues has said many times. and keeps 
repeating it. that "the brain is merely a meat 
machine". The body, the human body, is 
merely the peripheral equipment. 
Consequently the body Is essentially 
irrelevant when it comes to questions of 
lntelligence and thinking. 

I will stop wlth that list and lnstead get to the 
credos of our lime. 

Herb Simon, one of the really great and 
lmportant pioneers in artiflclal intelligence 
and computation in the United States, has in a 
response lo me. and to the sort of things I say. 
sald that knowledge is better than tgnorance. 
Surely lhat Is true. What is left out, however. is 
the question: at what price? 

For example, we are very interested to know 
how the braln actually functlons. We want that 
knowledge. Having that knowledge would be 
better than being ignorant of that knowledge. 
We are not however. willing lo subject every 
thlrd baby bom in hospitals in Boston to open 
brain surgery even if that could tell us how the 
brain functlons. Not knowledge at any prlce! 

Participation is better than passivity. This 
generally ref ers to same thing that one either 
watches or that one partlclpates in. It does not 
say anythlng about what that thing is. Are all 
thlngs better participated In than watched, for 
example? Are there any other alternatlves? 
Other than slmply partlclpation or watching. 
America adopted the television set as the great 
baby sitter. Children sil in front of the 
television while their parents are busy 
somewhere else for hours at the lime. Along 
comes the computer game. Children used h) s it 
in front of the TV passively watching a 
submartne captain sinking a freighter. Is it not 
better that with the computer game they can be 
the captaln, they can fire the torpedo that kills 
all those people? 

Faster is better than slower. The question is. 
better for what? IBM recently completed a 
computer that is not for sale and will probably 
not be marketed for a long lime. They call it 
GFl 1. G stands for giga which means ten to the 
ninth power and the F stand for flops. A flop is 
a floaling polnt operation. a kind of 
multiplicatlon. Giga flops mean ten billion 
floatlng point operations per second. an 
unimaglnable speed. The eleven means that it 
does eleven of those. Eleven times ten to the 
ninth floatlng point operations per second. 
What for? IBM is now working on a thing 
called TF3. T stands for terra which is a 
thousand limes faster still. Three trilllon 
floating polnt operations per seconds. Whether 
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they can actually do it or not is not known at 
the moment, but the questlon: 'What for?" is 
not asked. 

This brings me to the next credo, which I am 
sure many of you have said and certainly most 
of you believe. The computer is merely a tool. 
How many Umes has that been said? What is 
meant by that? I think what is meant by that is 
that the computer itself is valuefree. it is 
neutral. In the American context. let me 
restrict myself to that. there is no question 
that any improvement in computer vision or 
computer speech understanding or other 
results of computer science research is 
immediately lntroduced into weapon systems 
by the military. The computer like any other 
tool, a sword, a pistol, a hammer or whatever 
has a meaning. It is not neutral. It gams its 
meaning from the social context in which it is 
embedded. The social context In which the 
computer is embedded is one in which lhe 
computer from the very beginning was 
developed in order to make killing more people 
more efficient. Most of the computer research 
and development in the United States has been 
devoted to that goal ever slnce. 

Finally: Ours is the best oj all possible worlds. 
When one says that ours is the best of all 
possible worlds. who is this "ours"? Is it us 
white peopie for example, or is it Khomeinl 
and h!s people. Who is it? Is It the Sovlet 
people? When we say that a ll children now 
have little card computers is that really true? 
Do the majority of children in the world have 
little card computers? No. What that means is 
that all children in whom we are at all 
interested have these. 
F inally and with that I will close. The response 
of the optimist and of the pessimist to the 
ascer1.ion: Ours is the best of all possible 
worlds. The optimist says enthusiastically 
"That's r ightl" Then the pessimist answers: 
"Yes, unfortunately". 

Thank you very much. 
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Questions and Answers 

Q: I would like lo ask you about one of the 
credos of our time which you mentioned. The 
credo that the computer Is merely a tool. You 
said lhat it gains its meaning from the social 
conlext in which it is developed and then you 
contlnued "It has always been closely related to 
the mllitary". Does that mean that you think It 
isa weapon? 
I like to look upon myself as belonging to a 
group of computer scientists who think that we 
could use another paradigm within computer 
science. That is. we could develop computers 
and associate software so that they could 
become tools for a specific craft or specific 
profession. I would like you to comment on 
that. 

A Of course It is possible to design the 
computer lo be a tool for a specific professional 
use. However, the world is full of dilemmas 
which we have to acknowledge. Take the CAT 
scanner. computer-aided tomography. as an 
example. That technology depends on image 
enhancement. Image enhancement is precisely 
the same technique that guides cruise misslles 
to their target. It is all in the same famlly. The 
two are bound up and you cannot say that you 
will work on one a nd not on the other. 
Especlally not if the person who signs your pay 
cheque Is the Pentagon . That puts every 
researcher in a dilemma. The question of what 
kind of research one can do arises. I have no 
answer to that questlon. What is h armful, 
however, is to delude yourself and think that 
your world is innocent and ten yourself lies 
like "lhe computer is merely a tool". Our task 
must be to create a reality in whlch we can use 
the genius ofhuman belngs to design 
computers like CAT scanners without at lhe 
same time committing suicide. That is the 
taskl 

Q : We must acknowledge the impossibllity of 
uninventing computers. Do you agree that they 
are here , and there is no way of uninventlng 
them? That they are j ust like any other new 
technology whlch has "gatten lts roots" lnto 
soclety. 

A: Y ou say that we cannot uninvent the 
computer and that this is true for other 
technologles as well. I do not thlnk that is true. 
I do not want to s tart a movement to uninvent 
th e computer, but It would be nice lfwe forgot 
how to bulld. for example, hydrogen bombs. It 
is however possible to forget technology. A lot 
of the technology that the human species has 
invented, is in fact no longer buildable. We 
have forgotten how to do it. I h ave a watch 

here. It is a mechanical watch which is 24 
years old . I am sure that in anoth er fifteen 
years I wlll not be able to find anyone to repair 
or to maintaln this watch. Maybe in twenty
five years from now n o one wlll be able to 
make a watch like this. 
Several hundred years aga the Japanese 
decided that lhere should be no guns in Japan. 
At that time they had both guns, rilles. and 
pistols. They made a decision and there were 
no guns in Japan for the next several hundred 
years. They forgot how to make them just as we 
and they themselves have forgotten to make 
same of the Samuraj swords that they used to 
make. 
These are small examples but I do not think 
one can say that we cannot uninvent a 
technology which we have. We can forget and 
we have done it many times. 
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ORGANIZER, PROGRAM ETC. 

In The Facully of Arts and Science at Linköping Universlty research is pursued and research traln
Ing given under four broad problem areas known as temas (themes). These are Health and Society, 
Communicallon Studies, Technology and Social Change, and Water and Environmental S tudies. 
In fall 1988 a flfth theme will start, focuslng on children. 

Background 
Modern information technology has brought radlcally new conditions for human knowledge both 
for the individual human belng and on common, colleclive levels as well. How is the know-ledge of 
today built up, how is it distrlbuted? What do these changing condilions mean for basic human 
qualities such as personality, responsibillty and communicatlon between human beings? How is 
lmowledge used, by whom and for what purposes in a changing and increasingly complex society? 
Does the intelliglbility of life and reality change? 
All these questions are present in di!Terent senses and to dlfferent extents in various parts of life 
and society. The alm ofthe symposium in November 1987 is lo shed light on the importance of 
some of the questions. Partlcular attenlion wlll be paid to children and young people growing up in 
the new computer culture. 

Outllne of the symposlwn 
Distinguished researchers from USA and Europe will give lectures on selected topics within the 
framework of the symposium. The lectures wlll be followed by comments, questions and discus
slons. A final panel discussion about research objectives wlthin the field will conclude the sympo
sium. 

PROGRAM 
MONDAY, NOV 2 1987 

Registration. 
Openlng: Sven Erlander, Vice-chancellor, University of Linköping. 

Introduction: Ingemar Lind, Dean. Institute ofTema Research, University 
of Linköping. 

Lectures: Computers and Psychological Development. 
Sherry Turkle. 

Children, Computers and the Role oj the School. Myths and Limits. 
Jacques Hebens trelt. 

Rejlective Practice and Policy Controversies. 
Donald A. Schön. 

TUESDAY, NOV 3 1987 
Industriali2ed Information and Personal Knowledge. 
Lars Ingelstam. 

Knowledge is Power - a critical Approach to the Information Society. 
Thomas Söderqvist. 

On the Status oj Knowledge in the Information Society. 
Joseph Weizenbaum. 

Research on what. for whom, and by whom? 
Panel discussion. Moderator: Peter Seipel, Stockholm University. 

Close. 
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the importance of same of the questions. Particular attention was paid to chil
dren and young people growing up in the new computer culture. 
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